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sudden reversal kept me from leaving. 
"Who's Lucky?" I inquired, as he hoisted 
the pint in mock salute. 

"God bless 'im, he ain't with us no more. 
Passed to his maker last winter. But there 
never was a finer man walked this beach." 

We sat back on the steps as my new
found companion continued his tale. 

"Mr. Thaddeus L. Sauer III, that's what 
the Chamber of Commerce folks knew 
him as. He owned that very hotel you're in 
tonight. But when I first met him, things 
weren't quite so plush. 

"In the old days, Ole Lucky didn't own 
much more'n the clothes on his back and a 
boggy little patch of sand directly 
underneath that great hotel there. Oh, 
he'd known some good times too. Had a 
career as an architectural engineer. But the 
crash of.'29 wiped out all his holdings, so 
he came South and bought that bit 
ofland. 

(( he never hustled folks 
like the rest of us 

bums. Always did odd jobs around the area 
to earn his keep. And whatever he had, 
he'd share with those in worse need. That's 
how I met him. 

"I'd taken to the road pretty young and 
always spent a good deal of time here. The 
climate was good year-round. There were 
plenty of. girls in the summertime and 
during winter we hustled tips from rich 
tourists. Finally, Ole Lucky just took me 
in. 

"We got us some tom air mattresses from 
the pavillion and kept picking up scraps 
from all the new buildings going up. With 
Lucky's know-how we soon had a right fine 
shack on the beach. Any down-and-out 
soul was welcome to stay there on a bad 
night. The place got so popular that 
regulars dubbed it 'Lucky's Hotel.' The 
name stuck and local folks picked it up. 

"Just for the fun of. it, me and Lucky 
would always talk about building us a really 
grand hotel. He even drew up the plans for 
it, had them blueprinted and put into a 
book we'd pull out and make jokes about. 
On his sixtieth birthday, I took him up to a 
mutual friend that worked as the night 
manager in a hotel just north of here. We 
dressed Lucky in a rented tux and took his 
picture standing in the iobby, just like he 

owned the place. That went in the book 
too." 

The old man shifted his weight and took 
another pull from his bottle. 

((one day folks started 
boarding up their 

shops and houses. . . . said a big storm was 
coming out of the southeast. Lucky and I 
knew a good thing when it hit us, so we 
helped out and by that evening had 
enough in tips to purchase several bottles 
of the best stuff around. We'd intended to 
leave with the rest of the people, but one 
sip led to another and we fell asleep in the 
shack. 

"When I woke up it was next morning 
and the blame hurricane had passed. I was 
a full five blocks back from the beach 
floating around in somebody's bathtub. 
Never have figured how that happened. 

"I rushed down to the shack, but it 
weren't there. Matter of fact there weren't 
hardly even any land there at all. The 
waves was breaking in on pieces of. roof and 
other junk that had washed out from 
somewhere. Right where the shack had 
been was this pink Cadillac turned on its 
side. The only thing I found was that book 
with the picture of Lucky and the 
blueprints. I just sat right down in the surf 
and started to cry. 

"That's when the helicopters came in. 
1V newsmen rushed out of the first one 
and a small group of men in three-piece 
suits climbed out of the other. The 'suits' 
rushed over to me while the newsmen 
filmed the whole thing. 

"A silver-haired fella in a grey pin-stripe 
asked me what had been destroyed. 

" 'Lucky's Hotel,' I sobbed. The whole 
thing's been taken off to sea with him in it. 
It's gone! The whole thing's gone. 

"That fella took the book from me while 
another helped me up in front of the 
cameras. But before the lead suit could say 
anything, one of the camera crew yelled 
and pointed toward the ocean. The whole 
group nearly ran over me getting to the 
shore. It was Lucky, on his air mattress. 
He was waterlogged, but still alive. 

"Well sir, I just grabbed onto him and 
wouldn't let go . . . stayed with him right 
to the hospital. They checked me out and 
took me to a disaster shelter, but Lucky 

was in pretty bad shape and had to stay in 
the hospital. 

"I'd forgotten about the book until those 
fellas in the suits showed up with it and 
another complete news team. The one 
who'd worn the pin-stripe was a U.S. 
Senator, or some such, and it was election 
year. Somehow he'd gotten the impression 
that Lucky owned a plush resort hotel like 
the one in the book. He was having such a 
good time in front of the cameras, I just 
couldn't bring myself to tell him different. 
Said not to worry, that the federal 
government's disaster relief and flood 
insurance program would build the place 
back better'n ever. 

(( Lucky didn't approve, 
but by the time 

he got his senses and strength back, the 
thing was too far along to stop. They'd had 
trucks come in with rocks from the 
mountains, built up a seawall, and already 
completed the hotel foundation, right 
according to Lucky's plans." 

The old man shivered and got up from 
his seat. "Getting a bit windy out here." He 
waited for me to rise, then headed up the 
steps toward the hotel. 

"Through it all, Lucky never changed. 
Though he always kept it quiet, Lucky 
insisted that any profits from the hotel go 
to needy folks in the county and charities," 
he said, as I followed him into the hotel 
and across the lobby. 

"This gentleman's checking out of his 
room tomorrow morning," he said to the 
night manager at the desk. "Put him and 
his family in the 'Ocean View' 
suite for the rest of the week. Everything's 
onus." 

"Yes sir, Mr. Jimmy," the manager 
smiled. "If you'll just sign the card here sir, 
I'll see that the suite's ready for you first 
thing tomorrow." 

Dumbfounded, I scribbled across the 
card and turned to look for my benefactor, 
but he was gone. -. 
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H e looks like something that stepped 
by mistake from Star Wars or 2001 . 

~is pea-sized ovoid body is slung low at the hub of eight arched, filamentous 
~; his eyes-one staring to either side-are mounted on a knob high atop 
his back. 

Yet of all the multi-legged crawly creatures that haunt the woods, the fields, 
the backyards of South..Garolina, he is among the most beloved. The child 
who cringes at the sight of a centipede, flees at the first buzz of a bee, stomps 
on every spider is the child wh0 sooner or later comes running, one of these 
outlandish beasts scrambling up and down his arms, to shout with glee, "Look! 
A daddy-looglegs!" 

Just what is it about thedaddy-longlegs (also known as harvestman, because 
---.... he us fly appears in fields during harvest time) that makes him inoffensive, 

n likable, is hard to pin down. But it must be in part that, unlike some 
similar creatures, he is refreshingly straightforward; he seems to have nothing 
to hide. He doesn't scuttle, he doesn't skulk, he doesn't dart-he toddles. 
And he doesn't slip under rocks and logs at-.~very opportunity, but rather 
travels overtop, in plain sight. 

This aboveboard manner is a purely practical consideration, due not so 
much to any great strength of character as to a set of legs better suited for 
clambering than for creeping. Not only may each of the harvestman's limbs 
be fifteen pr more times the length of his body, but the outerma,t part of each 
may be diviqed into one hundred or more separate segments. Like so many 
sinuous tendrils, the legs stretch out in all directions, ready to whip around 
available projections, to pull the harvestman through weeds and over debris 
with remarkable agility. 

Since there happens to be eight of these nimble limbs, it's inevitable that 
the daddy-longlegs should be thought by many to be a spider. He is at best, 
though, the spider's second cousin, placed in the same taxonomic clas&-the 
Arachnida-but lacking some of the standard equipment possessed by the 
web-spinning tribe. The daddy-longlegs spins no silk, carries no venom, and 
has no "waist" between his head and abdomen; he sports two eyes on his back, 
rather than eight on his face. 

¼ spider and the harv~ differ on diet too. The spider is strictly a 
/ carnivore and turns up his· na,e at anything but freshly-killed animal prey. 

The harvestman is consjderably less finicky. One that I'm keeping in captivity, 
for instance, is doing nicely on a diet of bananas, cold cuts, and milk-soaked 
bread. 

In t:hewild, as well, a daddy-longlegs is not especially particular, and will 
eat dead insects, rottµ-ig fruit, and even bird droppings if need be. When given 
the opportunity, however, he kills his own prey, and is indeed a mighty hunter, 

j stalking worms, fli~, aphids, mites, pillbugs-any animal smaller, slower, or 
- , /}.~eaker ,than himself. . 

'--'~to/i, .. ~: -~l\t,;rm4-might include a--fellow harvestman, and if it does, they too are de
•~:~/i :%· Nt,Qtired. There used to be two of these beasts in my terrarium, for instance. 

' 7 / /, \ "Mi, . ha ' · '-;~ \hf4i(moming there was only one, and while I can't say for certain w t 
\ ~ppened, the dark finger of suspicion points heavily toward the contented 
'individual now resting in the comer. 
,Y"SPiders and harvestmen disagree not only on which foods are to be eaten, 

-\~~~;:lso·pn how one is to eat them. Whereas the former are restricted to a 
/ / . fluijdfet, and suck the liquefied innards from their prey, the latter can handle 
(_ solid food, and swallow their meals in chunks. Since as a child I looked on the 

harvestman as the very epitome of gentleness, it's downright sobering now to 
see my captive straining as he rips off piece after bite-sized piece. 
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ft should come as no surprise that an animal that feasts on bird droppings 
and dead insects will need a drink now and again to wash the stuff down. So 
pressing, indeed, is the harvestman's need for water, that deprived of it he 
becomes listless, stiff in the joints, and all but useless. Normally a daddy
longlegs will suck the juices from fruit, or sip water from puddles, ponds, or 
even dewdrops, but in dry times he may go to bizarre lengths to quench his 
thirst. During a California drought in the early 1900s, for example, harvest
men regularly turned up at the inkwells on one scientist's desk, drinking their 
fill from the red ink but avoiding, for obscure reasons, the black. 

In an effort to avoid having to drink continuously, many harvestmen lie 
low by day in some cool, moist spot-in a cave, under bark, in a hollow log-
emerging to hunt by night. A few renegades, however, notably Phalangium 
(l)ilio, a species common locally, take advantage of less popular, less crowded 
territory, and hunt by day in warm, sunny areas, including suburban gardens. 

. i.,,\~: ,. 

' 1,r, \' ;,-

In the summer harvestmen produce more harvestmen, and consequently 
throughout this season the animals live at breakneck speed. Males may launch 
into savage battle over access to an available female. Unlike most arachnids, 

1,. ,'.1'> ·1 .. 
\l\t' ,f the daddy-longlegs has a penis and climbs on the female's body to inject 
\~' spermatozoa into her gonopore. He then hurries off in search of other partners, \i· wasting no time beforehand on any kind of courtship, or afterward as a mate. 

,

- The female lays her eggs late in summer or sometime in the fall, injecting 
them deep into moss, humus, or soil through a telescoping ovipositor that 

.' \ may be several times the length of her body. There is no set incubation period, 
~l rather the hatching time of the eggs is determined solely by the temperature 
"\ \~of the spot in which they were placed. Those in warmer areas may hatch in 

· , just a couple of weeks, leaving the immature harvestmen to pass the winter 
\ · in hibernation, while those in cooler spots may lie dormant until spring. 

';,, On emerging from the egg, the young daddy-longlegs is a miniature, 
~\ though colorless, version of his parents. He picks up pigment with his 
~ first change of skins, and then molts and grows from five to nine 

more times over the next several months. 
My captive harvestman hung upside-down for the best part of 

a day before finally shedding his skin that night. Then, through a 
series of violent contortions, he split his skin neatly down the back. 

His compact body slipped easily free, but as you can well imagine, 
it took considerable time and even a little help from the beast's jaws 

to liberate those eight unwieldy limbs. By morning the molt was ac
complished, and the harvestman hung quietly to dry and harden his new 

skin. The old one-a ghostly, insubstantial replica of his smaller self, like 
the visible idea of a daddy-longlegs-hung, slowly swaying, next to him. 

A harvestman's final molt leaves him sexually mature, but it's not the 
gateway to a long and secure adult existence. Individuals born up North die 
during the first winter of their adult lives; those from the South have an easier 
life, but can hope for, at best, one extra year. 

Moreover, if it's left up to various hungry predators, the already brief life of 
the daddy-longlegs will be shortened still more. As he ambles through the 
garden or across the forest floor, a harvestman must be wary of any number of 
birds, toads, spiders, centipedes, and fellow harvestmen looking to cut him 
down in his prime. Fortunately, appearance to the contrary, he is not entirely 
defenseless. 

7 
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The harvestman's first reaction to danger is the arachnid equivalent of 
~ "1 J~' 7

rv""' /{ nervous perspiration-the secretion of an odorous fluid from two glands near 
, I\, - ~;_-:t(, -;rthe eyes. The fluid may be left to evaporate, or sprayed forcibly at the enemy, 

-, --:t 1 ~t• ~ · ou,icked up on a handy leg and thrust in the offender's face. Presumably 
f: -·-=- "t f /< ,,.. p , / ' ,,, ,,,, nauseating and repugnant to small predators, its odor is next to unnoticeable 

:, ,,, ) 1 

1 

_ J,,,; , :., _..,/ 4J. .""' ¼( '!t~• although one nimble-nosed naturalist compares it to the smell of 

~~ ~ :
1 ~ ,;-/ / _ ,/, 

1 l · ·Plan A failing, the next ploy of a pursued daddy-longlegs may be to play 
~, r ~ possum-to lie still, legs sprawled in various uncomfortable positions-in 

~,,, •=,.,-":faY;-·< ·-: hopes that the pursuer, interested only in prey he has killed himself, will move 
, :;1f. _,, ,,,,- "- \ ·'' , 1 on in search oflivelier victims. 

, ~ <,;------ ' When handling a daddy-longlegs, it would be to your advantage, and even / ?i i' more so to that of the daddy-longlegs, if you'd be gentle with those spidery 
,,> . w legs. Handle one a bit too roughly and like as not you'll find it's come off in 

1 your fingers-such is the harvestman's third line of defense. Not only will a 
) limb break off with slight pressure, but once off, it twitches disconcertingly for 
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) up to thirty minutes, hopefully keeping a predator occupied until the daddy
longlegs makes good his escape. 
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Thanks to the hazards of day-to-day living, and to the ease with which the 
legs detach, few harvestmen make it through life without leaving behind a 
limb or two. Since the animal cannot regenerate lost legs, his disability is 
permanent, and there is real danger that eventually-in escaping from spider 
webs and hungry jaws-he may self-amputate himself into total immobility. 
Many are found, come fall, with just three or four remaining limbs, and 
occasionally a harvestman-the veritable master of equilibrium-is reported 
somehow still walking on only two. 

The l~ of a limb is no real hardship, unless it's one of the second pair. 
These two legs are by far the longest, no doubt because, like an insect's anten

nae, they are the harvestman's chief source of information about the 
---· outside world. Bristling with tactile hairs, and provided with 

sensors for taste and smell and organs to pick up vibrations, they 
stretch out ahead of a traveling daddy-longlegs, continuously tapping 

' the ground or waving in the air, gathering data on the condition of 
and the creatures in the immediate vicinity. 

A harvestman's eyes form no image, do little in fact but sense the intensity 
oflight, and the animal is in no way inconvenienced if they are painted over 
by a playful scientist. Should he have the misfortune, however, to lose both 
his second legs, he is slowed down considerably. Every move is tentative, and 
he wanders around as if trying to remember what it is that he's supposed to be 
doing. 

Above and beyond the paltry abilities ascribed to him by science, the 
daddy-longlegs, according to folklore, commands powers that verge on clair
voyance: with his limbs, as with tiny divining rods, he not only tastes and 
smells, but will point out on request, it is said, the whereabouts of one's 
straying livestock. 

To test this dubious skill for myself-scientist that I am-I took my har
vestman from his terrarium only moments ago, and placed him on my desk. 
Leaning close, I whispered the traditional question: "Where are my lost cows?" 
No sooner were the won~ out than his second legs were up and waving 
frantically, like a sailor's semaphore. (})ming finally to rest, one pointed 
northeast, the other northwest. I looked up and out the window, and found 
not a cow in sight, which is what I expected, since I own no cows. 

I looked down. He was gone---0ut the door, emancipated. And I thought 
I was the tricky one. _., 

A zoology graduate <{ Colorado State University, Ken Wo/gemuth is in the Peace Co,ps at Sierra 
Leone, West Africa. 



A peck of grits and a pound 
of pork is not a diet which 

modem nutritionists would recommend for 
long-term subsistence. But in the wake of the 
destruction caused by the Sea Islands Hurricane of 
1893, more than 30, OCO South Carolinians lived on 
these weekly rations for nine months. 

The hurricane had plowed its way across the 
Atlantic Ocean for twelve days before its arrival in 
Beaufort on August 27. Even so, people were unaware 
that the core of the storm would churn through the 
fragile sea islands surrounding Port Royal Sound. 
They were unfamiliar with the force of a hurricane until 
the sea claimed the lives of 2,0CO South Carolinians 
as it washed away most of the homes and fields on 
the sea islands between Charleston and Savannah. 

Folks today can look back at the records of that 
storm and take pride in the twentieth-century 
technological innovations in weather forecasting. 
Meteorologists no longer rely on sporadic telegraph 
reports to develop hurricane forecasts as they did in 



1893. Satellites, orbiting 22,CXX) miles above the 
earth's surface, provide constant surveillance on 
tropical oceans, the spawning grounds of hurricanes. 
National Weather Service offices which dot the coast
line have telecommunication systems that, in the 
wink of an eye, can speed messages from one station 
to the other or exchange information with the 
National Hurricane Center, the National Earth 
Satellite Service, and the National Meteorological 
Center. 

Despite these fascinating technological 
achievements, Dr. Neil Frank, the director of the 
National Hurricane Center and one of the world's 
leading authorities on hurricanes, states that the East 
and Gulf coasts of the United States are "more 
vulnerable to the hurricane than ever before. We are 
faced with the awesome possibility of making a 
perfect hurricane forecast, yet experiencing a tragedy 
exceeding that of the historic Galveston (Texas) 
hurricane in 1900 when 6,CXX) people died." 

How is it that we have vastly improved 
observational and forecasting tools, yet face the 
recurrence of a major hurricane disaster? A partial 
answer is in the high density development and 
correspondingly increased coastal population over 
much of our coastal area. Unfortunately, much of this 
has come within areas that are extremely susceptible 
to hurricane damage. The absence of severe 
hurricanes over the past two decades and our superior 
hurricane warning system appear to have given the 
coastal resident a somewhat false sense of security. To 

In a recent study of coastal 
residents, 97 percent felt that 
hurricanes were dangerous. 
Of those contacted, 78 percent 
showed some knowledge of 
wind hazard during a hurricane 
and 33 percent indicated a 
knowledge of storm surge 
hazard, but only 12 percent 
recognized the danger from 
coastal flooding. 

understand the hurricane hazard, we must 
understand how people perceive and make decisions 
about potential risks. 

Almost everyone has seen what happens when the 
wind blows across a body of water, but few fully realize 
the awesome effect on water of that heaviest of 
wind-the hurricane. Henry David Thoreau 
poetically wrote in "Walden" about the role of wind 
stress in the generation of waves: 

"A field of water betrays the spirit that is in the air. 
It is continually receiving new life and motion from 
above. It is intermediate in its nature between land 
and sky. On land only the grass and trees wave, but 
the water itself is rippled by the wind. I see where the 
breeze dashes across it by the streaks or flakes oflight." 

Last March we felt the thirty- to fifty-mile-per
hour winds which whipped up waves of five to eight 
feet on some inland lakes in South Carolina. Yet such 
gale force winds cannot begin to match those of the 
hurricane. Minimum wind velocities in hurricanes 
exceed seventy-five miles per hour. Winds near the 
center of the storm may reach 110 to 225 miles per 
hour. Destructive waves of gigantic proportions are 
pushed up by the hurricane winds. 

Additionally the hurricane produces a much more 
serious problem than just high winds and high waves 
and, unfortunately, very few people are aware of this 
hazard. It is called the storm surge or tide, a term 
which refers to the general increase in sea level during 
storm conditions. Blown up by the high winds of the 
hurricane, the rise in sea level is a geophysical force 
represented by approximately 1, 700 pounds of weight 
for each cubic yard of water. Waves as high as fifteen 
to twenty feet travel as fast as fifty to sixty miles per 
hour atop this storm tide. 

During Hurricane Hazel, the storm tide at Myrtle 
Beach increased over five yards above mean sea level, 
stacking about five of those 1, 700-pound cubes on 
each yard of the beach. This swollen, swirling sea 
with violent waves atop it demolished miles of 
beachfront property in South Carolina and North 
Carolina. A team which surveyed the damage 
reported that "the center of Hurricane Hazel entered 
the United States coast just north of Myrtle Beach, 
South Carolina, on October 15, 1954. Hurricane 
winds were recorded from Cape Lookout, North 
Carolina, to Georgetown, South Carolina. Grass
covered dunes some ten to twenty feet high near 
Cape Fear were washed away. Every fishing pier from 
Cedar Island, North Carolina, to Myrtle Beach, a 
distance of 170 miles, was destroyed. At Crescent 
Beach, South Carolina, all sand dunes were washed 
away, leaving old marsh deposits exposed. The high 

l:(l water line receded fifty to 250 feet and all front row 
§ houses were severely damaged or destroyed. At 
3 Atlantic Beach and Windy Hill Beach, the mean 
ii: high water line receded about one hundred feet 



landward and more than fifty percent of the houses 
along the ocean front were destroyed. At Myrtle 
Beach, all of the ocean-front sand dunes were washed 
away and the high water line moved landward from 
thirty to 150 feet. About eighty percent of the beach
front property was badly damaged or destroyed." 

Joel Chandler Harris observed the impact which 
the storm surge can have upon a vulnerable coastal 
area. Assigned by Scribner's magazine to visit South 
Carolina following the 1893 Sea Islands Hurricane, 
he referred to residents of Beaufort and the 
surrounding islands as a "people who live near the 
danger line of the sea," for it had been the sea which 
had risen and tossed about ships, houses, and trees. It 
had been the sea which had stripped the land of its 
crops and had drowned 2,000 people. The survivors 
told Harris about the terror and strife which the 
hurricane produced. 

John MacDonald, who weathered the storm for 
three days in the rigging aboard the vessel "City of 
Savannah," observed that "a first inspection of the 
devastated district was appalling, and even as the 
scenes of distress, sickness, and destitution became 
more familiar, its sadness did not wear away. 

"In a few hours neat cottages were a heap of ruins, 
scattered perhaps miles away; giant trees lay acros.5 
the roads, twisted and knotted into almost impossible 
shapes; com and cotton gone, and human beings
missing. There in the marsh, a dark object is seen 
lying prostrate. Onward they push, waist deep in · 
water and mud, till they grasp the inanimate object, 
and after a moment's silence a piercing wail announces 
another loved one found, dead. Go with them as they 

carry their dead home. Home! Where is it? Gone!" 
H. L. Bailey, who lived on high ground on Edisto 

Island, wrote that "how we passed that night of terror, 
only God knows, for the winds blew, the rain fell, 
and the tide rose, until towards midnight it seemed as 
if everything was lost; but the old house stood and 
carried us through until dawn of another day, 
and then what a sight met 
our anxious eyes. What 
had been a smiling pretty 
village was nothing but a 
pile of wreckage and a mass 
of ruins, some houses 
~having been washed away 
completely and those that 
remained,so badly damaged 
as to be uninhabitable. To 
make matters worse even 
our food had been swept 
away and there we were, 
cut off from the island on 
this point of land, wrecked, 
desolate, and hungry; 
some of us with only the clothing on our backs, all 
the balance gone; and as far as the eye could reach 
there was nothing to see but water and those spots 
from which the tide had receded covered with 
portions of houses, trunks of clothing broken open 
and scattered, drowned poultry, and every crop 
ruined." 

Can we avoid a future hurricane disaster? Current 
trends in high risk development projects and an 
increasing coastal population which is unaware of the 

"TheCir:yof 
Savannah," a2,250-
tan steamer, was 

I 

among the victims of 
the 189 3 hurricane that 
swept over our sea 
islands, killing over 
3, CXX) people. 

From "Tht 1W Cross In Peac, an:! War," 
lry Cbnl!mton, cqryrigl!l 1898, 
aJUltes) cf The Ameriron 1W Cros,. 
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Indifference 
to the Warning 

With great concern for public safety, 
forecasters and researchers at the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration's (NOAA) National 
Hurricane Center (NHC) in Coral 
Gables, Florida, have watched the 
Atlantic and Gulf coastal zones swell with 
new residents during our recent "lull" in 
hurricane activity. Many residents, 
unfamiliar with the forces of the hurricane 
system, have moved into areas which may 
be affected by a hurricane storm sw:ge and 
widespread coastal flooding. As the 
potential for a hurricane disaster has 
increased, warnings from the NHC have 
expanded in scope. 

Few, if any, transportation networks in 
coas~l areas are designed for the large 
traffic volumes which would occur during a 

. t,, --

major evacuation. Studies have indicated 
that an optimum hourly evacuation rate is 
600 vehicles for each lane of highway. 
Thus it would take about ten hours to 
evacuate 6,CXX) families from a flood-prone 
area with one single-lane road. Other 
studies have shown that a delay of four to 
five hours occurs between the evacuation 
notice and peak evacuation. 

The "best" NHC forecast product on 
hurricane motion is the twelve-hour 
forecast, but for many coastal areas even a 
twelve-hour advance warning will not be 

The greatest threat to life may lie in 
our apparent indifference to the 
hurricane's destructive farce. 

enough time for evacuation. For example, 
the Tampa Bay, Florida, region estimates 
that they need to begin evacuation of 
people from flood-prone and hazardous 
areas at least fourteen to seventeen hours 
before the storm. 

Additionally, elevated storm tides and 

storm-generated waves can pound 
structures near the beach and inundate 
large areas of low-lying land. Some coastal 
roads could be subject to flooding and 
become impas.5able hours before the center 
of the hurricane comes on shore. Can such 
vulnerable areas be identified so that plans 
can be developed to avert disaster? Will 
people in these vulnerable areas respond 
quickly enough and leave hazardous areas 
in time? These are questions for which 
answers must be found. 

Recent experiences have shown that 
other major problems also exist. In 
September 1979, as Hurricane David 
approached the United States mainland, 
the city of Miami initiated its emergency 
plans. One shelter was crowded with 2, <XX) 
elderly people but had only one nurse to 
provide for their needs. Fortunately f6r this 
nurse the electrical power did not fail (a 
situation which happens often during a 
hurricane), for she had only one flashlight 
and its batteries were untested. Food for 
many of the Miami shelters did not arrive, 
while in others, as much as $250,<XX) 
worth of food was consumed by evacuees 

within the first hour of the shelter openings. 
In Florida and South Carolina, few 

peopl~ carried emergency medical kits, 
transistor radios, flashlights, candles, fresh 
water, canned drinks, canned food, and 
blankets. This placed increased demands 
on the resources of the emergency shelters 

In lo«J,lying coasral areas, 
a lag off our hours between issue 
of a hurricane warning and peak 
evacuation could prove fatal. 

and placed the evacuees at increased risk 
had they become stranded and unable to 
reach a shelter. 

Confusion occurred in South Carolina 
as conflicting information on shelters was 
disseminated by emergency workers. 
People were sent to shelters which were 
closed or were open without supervisors. 
At shelters in Florida and South Carolina, 
order and discipline were not maintained 
by evacuees. There were accounts of 
arguments, some fights, and people forcibly 

taking food from others. 
The evidence suggests 

that people no 
longer understand their 
responsibilities to ensure 
their own safety and 
welfare during a hurricane 
emergency. Because of 
this apparent indifference 
on the part of many coastal 
residents, we are more 
vulnerable to future hurri
cane losses than at any 
time in our nation's history. 
Hence, the best possible 
forecast and advance 
warning from the National 
Hurricane Center, by 
itself, will not be able to 

• guarantee safety for indivi
i duals in areas vulnerable 
:S ! to storm surge damage 
~ and flooding. Only 
f if the individual citizen 
i combines this forecast 
j with quick, sensible, and 
1 effective response to 
l the hurricane threat, can 
l hurricane-related fatalities 
j continue to be minimized.,, 

dangers of the hurricane would cause one to answer 
this question, "No." 

But the sensitive genius of Archibald Rutledge 
may have left clues to help us solve this present 
coastal problem. He once told a story of physical peril 
which occurred when his setter chased a raccoon into 
a large brackish pond. Set within a remote Carolina 
estuary, Dr. Rutledge observed that "all about me 
stretched the great lonely marsh. Here before me was 
this land-locked lagoon. And in the middle of this 
arena I was about to see enacted a little drama of the 
wilds.Here two natural enemies were about to meet
one much stronger than the other. Could sagacity, some 
formof unpredictablestrategy,savethedayfortheweak
erof the two antagonists?" 

The story "Wild Dilem
mas" vividly portrays the 
ensuing struggle that occur
red as the raccoon swam to 
mid pond, climbed atop a 
slightly submerged stump 
or log, and awaited the con
fident dog's attack. Just as 
Dr. Rutledge's setter reach
ed the spot, his intended 
prey grasped the dog's ears 
and shoved the head under 
water. When the small 
hands finally released their 
grip, the setter, "gasping pitifully," returned to shore, 
leaving the "wily old raccoon master of that field of 
honor." 

Like the raccoon of this story, we must use wisdom 
and planning to minimize the awesome forces of the 
hurricane, its wind, storm surge, and gigantic waves. 
We will not be able to eliminate future hurricane 
losses. There are already too many hotels and 
condominiums built too close to the "danger line of 
the sea."There are too many houses, businesses, and 
trailer parks which occupy low-lying, flood-prone 
areas along the coast. But we can reverse the present 
trend in high-risk development projects. We can 
begin to plan and build new coastal communities in 
low-risk areas and maintain programs to ensure that 
coastal residents will know not only how to respond 
to a hurricane emergency but also how to help 
tourists move to safety. 

By doing these things we can save billions of 
dollars and hundreds, possibly thousands, oflives. To 
reduce the economic and social impact of future 
hurricanes, we must employ sagacity. _ _, 

John Sanders is rJie coastal weather au.ureness specialist f(Jr rJie 
University of North Carolina's Sea Grant College Program. Further 
inf armatian on hurricanes and rJie hurricane hazard may be obtained by 
writing to him at rJie UNC Sea Grant College Program; 105, 19 11 
Building; North Carolina State University; Raleigh, 
North Carolina, 27650. 

In the aftermath of the 
189 3 st.onn, sea island 
survioors were almost 
totally dependent upon 

outside aid. Victims 
gathered at Massey's 
Ferry on St. Helena 
and Ladies islands to 
receive food and 
clothing. 

From 'The Rede,.,,, In Peoc,md War, " 
by Clara Barton, c¢Yriglu 1898, 
""""'J cfThe American RedC=. 
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Donnie Millus, the author's 
youngest son, used live mud 
minnows to net this "door 
mat" flounder off the north 
jetty in June 1979. 



Dia_ 
ofa 

Jetty 

The Murrells Inlet jetties are 
a multi-million-dollar 
project designed to keep the 
inlet open for commercial 
boating interests. 
Small boat and shore anglers, 
however, are reaping the 
real. dividends. 

by Donald Millus 

Summer 1979 
The first swells we hit were right at the 

mouth of the inlet where the outgoing tide 
swept close to the end of the north jetty 
stretching out to sea from Garden City 
Point. There had been just the gentlest 
breakers visible where the rocks of the jetty 
had been removed near the beach to allow 
water to flow freely during the upper 
reaches of the tide. Except for the gentle 
swell, however, the water on the ocean 
side of the long pile of rocks was calm. We 
anchored our small boat some thirty feet 
from the rocks and baited the hooks of our 
float rigs with live shrimp. The month was 
June 1979 and the Murrells Inlet jetty was 
not a year old, but it had already become 
one of the finest fishing areas on the South 
Carolina coast. 

There were another dozen boats trolling 
or at anchor on the ocean side of the north 
jetty. Safely within the inlet a few john 
boats and some larger crafr were trolling or 
anchored near the rocks, sheltered from 
the mild swells that along with the tide 
provided the only movement of water on 
that sunny morning. Prospects of unusually 
calm seas had lured us out into the ocean in 
our fourteen-foot aluminum boat. Even 
with the boys in life jackets, I hesitate to 
take them both into the ocean unless it is a 
particularly calm day. 

I baited our adjustable float rigs with live 
shrimp. A light seven-foot rod, level-wind 
reel, a sliding rig with a red and white 
wooden float, and a treble hook under a 
one-ounce sinker would present a shrimp 
hooked carefully through its collar. 

One rig caught on a rock, or so it 
seemed. No, there was something live 
there, bouncing my rcx.i tip and heading 
under the boat. I slowly fought the fish to 
the surface and my youngest boy Donnie 
slid the landing net under a flounder of 
about three pounds. 

Now when Donnie leaves a color 
television on Saturday morning you know 
he thinks the fishing will be good. I baited 
his hook, cast the float toward the rocks, 
and told him that if the float disappeared 
he should count to five before setting the 
hook. Then I tended to our other rigs. 

"I got him, Dad," interrupted my hook 
baiting. 

I didn't have to ask if he was sure, for his 
rod tip was both bending and throbbing 
while the lightly set drag was giving line. I 
let Donnie play the fish, but he was not 
gaining on it. I reached over to tighten the 
drag on the reel, which was filled with 
fourteen-pound-test monofilament line. 
This time I did the honors with the net as 
Donnie finally brought the flatfish in. . . . 

That four-pound flounder was not to be 
the last big one we caught that day, and we 
would repeat our success with a half-dozen 
other species of fish before 1979 was over. 
The baitfish and crabs that bigger fish 
would spew forth were a testimony to a 
secondary effect of any coastal jetties 
designed to aid boating interests. They also 
make first-class year-round fish attractors. 

Even while the north jetty was being 
constructed in 1978, hints of good fishing 
that was to come were evident to regular 

anglers in Murrells Inlet. Marine growth 
began on the rocks almost as soon as the 
trucks had moved them out to the edge 
and a big crane had set them in place. 
Shelter and food are at a premium on our 
comparatively structureless inshore ocean 
bottom. 

The jetties of Winyah Bay and 
Charleston had long been famous for their 
good fishing, but it was still exciting to see 
the growth of good fishing at the Murrells 
Inlet north jetty in its first summer of 
existence. Even while huge piles of rock 
were still waiting on the beach at Garden 
City Point for their short journey to the 
end of a jetty that daily grew in length and 
bulk, fishing began to improve 
dramatically. Bluefish up to a few pounds 
in size can usually be found at the mouth of 
an inlet in the summer, but the new rocks 
of the north jetty deflected the currents 
and created pockets of baitfish that seemed 
to invite the destructive attacks of the 
predatory blues. 

There were other signs as well. Inside 
the mouth of the inlet, spot-tailed bass (red 
drum or channel bass) of six to ten pounds 
were caught in greater numbers than 
anyone had seen in years. Something was 
attracting the fish and the most obvious 
answer seemed the correct one; it was the 
new north jetty. 

Some of the regular anglers in the inlet 
began to take spot-tailed bass from 
alongside the jetty. One caught over three
dozen fish before his supply of live shrimp 
ran out. Grunt and flounder were also 
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taken from beside the jetty. Friends ofR. D. 
Brigham, a Myrtle Beach tackle shop 
proprietor and inveterate angler, reported 
taking good catches of pompano on cane 
pole rigs and sand flea baits right from the 
rocks. A few sheepshead were reported, too. 

Fall 1979 
In November the new jetty was almost 

complete in length, stretching hundreds of 
yards into the Atlantic. On Thanksgiving 
Day a friend of mine from Virginia, Steve 
Johnsen, joined me in a trip to the elbow of 
the jetty. I had told him about the spottail 
and pompano, but what I was hoping for 
was winter trout (spotted sea trout). As 
luck would have it, he hooked a trout with 
his first cast of a fire-orange plastic grub. 
Even in its first half-season, the jetty had 
become fantastically productive. 

The next day we fished the mouth of 
the inlet, well inside the jetties, and we 
and our children caught spot that were 
bigger and more abundant than we had 

. seen in the inlet in years. Far more 
experienced anglers agreed. The jetty had 
helped fishing within the inlet as well. 

In December I jigged for small blues at 
the end of the jetty and was rewarded for 
my efforts. Just before Christmas the spot
tailed bass were more abundant inside the 
inlet than I had ever seen. 

Spring 1980 
Two big changes were evident. The 

rocks near shore had been cut way down to 
allow for movement of water across the 
shoreward half of the north jetty. And 
across the inlet there was a new pile of 
rocks at Huntington Beach State Park. 
Slowly a south jetty was being built, 
stretching out across the inlet toward the 
point of the north jetty. . . 

It was still spring when the first reports 
of flounder at the jetties began to trickle in. 
On any day with gentle breezes a few boats 
could be seen trolling slowly on the beach 
side of the north jetty. Mud minnows were 
the standard bait, caught in one's own trap 
or purchased from any of the landings in 
Murrells Inlet. One angler told of a day 
when he would just get his bait to the 
bottom and move it slightly before the 
tell-tale tap of the flatfish would be felt. 
Stringers of a dozen fish were not a rarity, 
at least for the more experienced anglers. 
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Summer 1980 
As the second summer of the north 

jetty's existence wore on, the growth of 
barnacles, mussels, and marine vegetation 
on the rocks became more noticeable. 
Flocks of small birds flitted along the rocks 
at low tide picking their food from the 
rocks exposed by the water. Beneath the 
surface sheepshead began to do the same 
thing. This striped fish with a big head and 
large incisor teeth picks barnacles from the 
rocks and feeds on small crabs around the 
base of rocks or pilings. 

From anchored boats at the end of the 
north jetty, anglers had begun to take two
to six-pound sheepshead on pieces of 
shrimp, fiddler crabs, and mole crabs (sand 
fleas). On a fine day in August anchoring 
space at the tip of the jetty was at a 
premium. 

By the end of August the south jetty was 
almost as long as its neighbor. But these 
strategically-placed rock piles were 
intended to protect boats rather than fish 
and that they did. With a strong wind 
blowing out of the northeast, fishing 
becomes difficult, if not impossible, in the 
open ocean, while even in the inlet the 
choice of fishing spots is limited. Fishing 
within the jetties is usually sheltered. But 
the water can be treacherous to the unwary. 

The south jetty extending from 
Huntington Beach funnels much of the 
waters pouring out of Murrells Inlet closer 
to the north jetty. Since the channel 
parallels the last few hundred yards of the 
north jetty, there is quite a rip created. On 
a strong outgoing tide a small boat with less 
than a fifteen horsepower motor could 
have great difficulty getting in. When the 
wind blows agairist that strong outgoing 
tide, waves of six to eight feet occur, even 
on a fair day. At least one pair of anglers 
has already been rescued from the buoy at 
the mouth of the inlet. 

In the surf on the inlet side of the rocks 
some dozen anglers were casting cut mullet 
parallel to the jetty and taking spot-tailed 
bass. It's a long walk from the guarded 
entrance to Garden City Point, but since 
the beach is public property, anyone who 
wants to fish from the surf may do so if he 
or she doesn't mind a hike along the shore. 

Small-boat fishermen were not the only 
ones to benefit from the favors of the 
jetties. The jetties provided a new fishing 
hole, accessible without a boat, and free for 

all anglers, resident or visiting. 
Although anglers could clamber out on 

the rocks of the north jetty at low tide, the 
going is very difficult, and the chances of 
injury or being marooned by an incoming 
tide make it inadvisable. But there are 
good opportunities for surf casting from the 
beach or the shoreward portion of the 
rocks on the north jetty. 

If the north jetty was good for anglers on 
shore, the south jetty is a paradise. It is 
topped flat to allow fishermen to walk out 
easily and fish in almost any weather. 
Access for anglers on foot is from 
Huntington Beach State Park. Spottail, 
flounder, pompano, sheepshead, black sea 
bass, saltwater trout, and other species can 
be caught without leaving dry land. 

Spring 1981 
The spottail were hitting trolled 

minnows by the end of April, and both 
flounder and bluefish were also beginning 
to show. On the north jetty, however, 
there was still the debris of a fatal boating 
accident which took place during a March 
storm. Even with the jetties, both 
fishermen and boaters must remember that 
the sea can be a cruel place. 

A fisherman tends to focus on his sport, 
but there are other attractions at the jetties: 
the flocks of birds that work the rocks for 
food at low tide, the baitfish and many 
kinds of crabs that one can find in pools left 
by the tide, the starfish that cling to the 
rocks under the surface, and the variety of 
barnacles and mussels growing on the rocks 
exposed at low tide. The new jetties at 
Murrells Inlet make an excellent classroom 
that both instructs and delights. 

But my boys and I are fishermen and we 
enjoy the increasing additional 
opportunities for the marine harvest that 
the jetties provide. When some weekends 
one September saw bigger boats weathered 
out of their Gulf Stream trips, we anchored 
safely under the protection of our new rock 
piles and caught flounder, spottail, sea 
bass, bluefish, spot, and even an octopus. 
Our sport provided food for the table, 
fresher and tastier than that supplied by the 
best of markets, and that was a reminder 
that, while nature takes advantage of the 
food and shelter of a new jetty, the 
fisherman benefits most._.., 
Donald Millu.s is an English prafessar at USC-Coastal 
Carolina. 



Last fall, live shrimp fished beneath 
a bobber off the north jetty produced 
nice catches of spottail, as shown 
here by retired Murrells Inlet 
postmaster J.T. Jordan. 
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So small and quiet is the spider, and yet 
few animals can evoke such fascination, 

terror, and misunderstanding. 

byLLGaddy 

L.,, summer akmg the South 
Carolina coast, males appear in the giant 
web of the female golden silk spider. One
tenth the size of their female counterparts, 
as many as ten males may arrange 
themselves around the large female, all 
competing for the privilege of fenilizing 
her. Inter-web territorial fights end with 
the victory of a dominant male. Waiting 
for the precise moment, which usually 
occurs while the female is involved in a 
meal, the male creeps onto the female's 
abdomen, and mating takes place, the 
female seemingly oblivious to it all. 

Popular opinion concludes this 
sequence with the female devouring the 
male, actually a rare occurrence in nature. 
The myth that the female spider always 
eats the male after mating is one of many 
misconceptions about the spider. 

Spiders are not insects. Insects have six 
legs and three main body parts, while 

---spiders have eight legs and two main body 
parts. Neither are spiders aggressive toward 
humans. Spiders are predators and subsist 
on captured insects, but they do not-as 
some late-night television movies would 
lead one to believe------6eek out humans. &oationsl>,ll,rhL,mi,,n 

Human-spider encounters are avoided by 
the smaller spiders. 

A bite by a spider has an effect 
comparable to that of a bee sting or even a 
mo.5quito bite. Although most spiders are 
poisonous, only two South Carolina 
species-the black widow and the brown 
recluse--have venom potent enough to be 
dangerous. Both can kill, but fatalities 
from spider bites are extremely rare. The 
black widow is found in woodpiles, under 
piles of bricks and cement blocks, and in 
other dark, moist locations. The brown 
recluse may be found in attics, in storage 
buildings, and under loose bark on trees. 
These two spiders are seldom found outside 
of their webs and are usually no threat if 
undisturbed. 

So much attention has been given to 
the dangers of spiders, their value to society 
is often overlooked. Spiders consume 
thousands of insects daily. 

Left-With its strong eyes, the small 
jumping spider stalks its insect prey and 
then suddenly leaps upon it. Right-The 
banded argiape, actually yellow and black, 
takes on a bluish tone when bathed in 
early morning light. 







Surveying instroments. /obomtory 
equipment and in theSouthPacific 
even /tshtng nets are mode 
from spider webs. 

s creen porches with spider webs in 
the eaves always have fewer mosquitoes 
and flies than tha;e where all the spiders 
have been killed with insecticides. 
Surveying instruments, laboratory 
equipment, and in the South Pacific 
even fishing nets are made from 
spider webs. 

To many, the symmetrical orb web is the 
symbol of the spider. A noteworthy feat of 
engineering, this round two-dimensional 
web takes its weaver only an hour to 
create. The orb weaver family is the most 
well-known of the web-builders; the 
common garden spider and the golden silk 
spider are orb weavers. 

The orb is just one type of web, 
however. Such a diversity of web forms 
exists that taxonomists use web design to 
classify spider families. (The group name 
Arachnida for all spiderlike creatures is 
taken from the mythological Greek 
maiden Arachne. Athena, goddess of 
weaving and handicraft, was jealous of 
Arachne's skill at the loom and 
transformed her into a spider on its web.) 

Page 20: Upper left-The burrowing 
wolf climbs to the surface of its silk-lined 
home on a ladder of webbing. Upper 
right-Though it bites very rarely, and 
only with provocation, the female black 
widow can deliver one of the most 
poisonous bites of any venomouus 
creature. Marked by the characteristic red 
hourglass, this particular widow is 
missing one leg. Bottom-Life on a green 
plant provides camouflage for the green 
lynx female, which is very protective of its 
young. This page: An orb weaver carries 
its wrapped prey. Before it can swallow 
the prey, the spider must dissolve it with 
digestive juices. 

The word "cobweb" came from the 
Middle English word "coppeweb," in tum 
derived from the Old English "attorcoppe" 
or spider. Though often used to describe 
any web, there is a cobweb-weaver family, 
of which the black widow is a member. 
(})bwebs are often irregular, small, and 
hidden under stones or leaves. Another 
cobweb weaver is the American house 
spider, one of the five spiders that may be 
found living in a South Carolina house. 

Sheet-web weavers build a yielding 
platform on thin webbing that catches its 
prey, which are stopped initially by a 
crisscross maz.e of silk lines attached to 
nearby plants. Hanging upside down on 
the sheet, the spider pulls the prey through 
the web; often he has built another sheet 
beneath itself as protection from enemies 
below. 

Purse-web weavers dig a tunnel in the 
soil below a tree, line the sides with silk, 
and then continue the silken tube up the 
side of the tree about ten inches. The web's 
resemblance to the popular silken purses of 
the nineteenth century brought about its 
name. 

Open at front and back for a quick exit, 
the funnel web is built under stones, logs, 
or plants. The funnel-web weaver spreads 
a white web platform at the outer end of 
the funnel and catches insects who mistake 
it for an excellent landing field. 

Hunter spiders do not build webs. They 
find prey by perching on flowers in wait of 
bees and other pollinating insects or by 
running along the ground in search of 
insects. Wolf spiders and jumping spiderr, 
are hunters. Hunting spiders can see better 
and are generally quicker than web
builders, which are extremely clumsy 
outside their webs and rely on touch ra 
than sight to capture prey. 
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Ballooning spiders have been found 
hundreds of miles at sea. .. 

~ e spiders do not fit well into either 
the hunting or the web-building categories 
but have developed specialized methods of 
predation. The spitting spider is a hunter of 
sorts, but it pins down its prey by spitting a 
gum-like substance from its giant poison 
glands. The bolas spider lassoes its prey. A 
silken line with a sticky ball on the end is 
cast at passing insects. Fishing spiders 
perch on tree trunks near water or on 
floating vegetation and dive underwater to 
catch aquatic insects or, occasionally, 
minnows or tadpoles. 

The spider's manner of eating is 
different from most creatures. The size of 
its poison glands, located over the mouth 
opening, prevents swallowing so the spider 
ejects digestive juices onto its prey, 
dissolving the food outside of the mouth. 
The large poisonous glands, however, 
allow the spider to subdue prey larger than 
itself. 

Although all spiders do not use their silk 
for web construction, all spiders do use 
their spinnerets for egg case construction. 
When the spider is ready to lay eggs, a soft 
sheet of silk is prepared. This sheet is then 
wrapped around the eggs, which may 
number up to five hundred, and overlaid 
with thicker, tougher silken sheets. The 
egg sac, ready to overwinter, is then 
hidden away underneath a leaf, under bark, 
or camouflaged in some way by the female. 

In spring hundreds of spiderlings emerge 
from the egg sac. Almost immediately after 
hatching, the spiderlings instinctively 
begin to use their most valuable as.5et&

their spinnerets. Waiting for a puff of wind, 
the spiderling firmly anchors itself with a 
heavy, silk safety line. As the wind stirs, the 
spiderling casts its thinner, "ballooning" line 

into the air and is carried off into the breeze. 
If the wind suddenly dies, the spiderling 

may return to the point of embarcation 
via the safety line. &.llooning spiders 

have been found hundreds of miles 
at sea, their gossamer lines wrapped 

around the masts of ships. 
Elaborate courtship rituals have 

evolved. Wolf and jumping spiders wave 
their forelegs in intricate patterns to get the 
female's attention. Males of other families 
stroke the female's abdomen. Web
weaving males cautiously enter their 
female's web, plucking the threads of the 
web in a rhythm that signals to the female 
not to attack. In several species, the male 
mates with the female while she is busy 
dining; in one species, the male actually 
presents the female with an insect before 
mating begins. 

The most bizarre mating behavior seems 
to be in cettain sac spiders. Here, the male 
captures an immature female, imprisons 
her in a silken cage until she reaches sexual 
maturity, mates with her, and, finally, 
releases his victim. 

Spiders are found in almost every 
possible ecological niche. They come in 
almost every color and range in size from 
those that fit on the head of a pin to the 
giant tarantulas of the Southwest. Some 
Southeastern house spiders live up to nine 
years, and tarantulas have been known to 
live to thirty. 

Hunters, weavers, specialists-all are 
part of nature's scheme; all are indirectly 
beneficial to humans. They usually don't 
warrant the non-categorical stomping 
given them. Next time, look closer; you 
may be fascinated. _ _,., 
LL Gaddy is a naturalist who Uves at the foot of 
the Blue Ridge near Walhalla. 

Left-The fishing spider carries her egg 
sac around wherever she goes. Page 23: 
Upper left-The crab spider does not use 
silk except when the courting male wraps 
the female in it. Upper right-The wolf 
spider, an excellent hunter, has eight eyes: 
a row of four and a row of two look ahead; 
a third row of two peers upward. 
Bottom-The large yellow-and-black 
argiape spins a silk that is used in the 
eyepieces of telescopes. 







I appeared as a speck against the clouds 
above the distant marsh. Small flights of 
waterfowl launched, startled by its 
approach. Its size was greater than that of 
any marsh hawk. Its wing-set and flight 
were more direct than that of the vulture. 

About 200 yards distant, the bird 
banked slightly as great wings pulled into a 
climbing turn. Sunlight flashed against the 
white head confirming my hopes-a 
Southern bald eagle. 

I had seen numerous photographs and 
films, a mounted specimen, and a caged 
eagle at Brookgreen Gardens. None had 
prepared me for this. The bird was free, 
hunting the grass flats as its ancestors had 
done long before mine had dared to dream 
that either existed .. 

My own hunt was forgotten as the eagle 
took charge of the marsh. It was his 
birthright, just as he was part of my own 
and my children's. 

South Carolinians are a proud people. 
They are proud of the state's rich variety of 
natural areas, of their ancestors, and their 
historic ties with the land. 

As our forefathers shaped the state's 
seemingly endless resources to form our 
civilization, much of that natural bounty 
was diminished. But from their efforts the 
gracious homes, churches, and forts were 
born. Thus, a rich store of historical sites 

~ was added to our heritage. 
~ Despite the industrial boom, many of 
~ our natural areas are largely intact. This 
~ natural wilderness coupled with our man
e:: made landmarks make South Carolina, 
~ perhaps more than most states, a natural 
(i and historical treasure. In the face of 
Ii: 
-< escalating development here and in other 

Wateef alls and coastal savannahs, 
pitcher plants and Oconee bells, Southern 

bald eagles and Webster's salamanders; 
each is a significant part of the legacy 

that makes South Carolina unique. 
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~JohnDa~PROUD 
HERITAGE 
Our coastal heritage includes Blakes Reserve (left) in Charleston County, a price~ 
less habitat far nesting wading birds, alligators, ospreys, and migrating waterfowl; 
coastal savannahs sheltering the fragile beauty of pitcher plants and white~topped 
se.dge ( inset) and the bald eagle (above), our country's endangered symbol of freedom. 
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-
The variety af our midlands contains rich river bottoms, rocky outcroppings, snow, 
white sandhills, and shaded hardwood ridges, such as those af Stevens Creek ( right) 
in McCormick County. There the delicate trillium blooms (inset) and numerous 
endangered plants and animals, including ~bster's salamander (above) , cUng 
precariously to li,f e. 
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states, this heritage may prove our greatest 
resource, attracting millions from less 
fortunate areas of the nation to experience 
briefly that which we sometimes take for 
granted. Such tourism already generates 
approximately $ 2. 2 billion annually. 

Heritage pervades South Carolina. It is 
as deeply rooted as the pond cypress within 
our remaining coastal savannahs. Yet it is 
as fragile as the Oconee bell's pale bloom 
along certain of our mountain streams. It is 
the reason for our pride in the past and our 
hope in the future. 

What is left of our birthright is little 
enough to remind us and our children of 
our origins. We cannot afford greater loss. 
With this fact in mind, the South Carolina 
Heritage Trust Program was created in 
1976 by an act of the state legislature. 

Under the principal authority of the 
Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department, an advisory board of agency 
heads and citizen-experts was set up to 
oversee the process of identifying and 
saving the disappearing pieces of our 
landscape; the traces of prehistoric man, 
the habitats of our wildlife, the remnant 
old growth forests, and the outstanding 
examples of remaining historic sites. A 
systematic search for natural areas was 
established to identify the state's natural 
diversity. 

Three hundred ninety-three different 
forms of animals, plants, plant 
communities, and other special features 
have been identified as important to South 
Carolina's heritage. Over the past five 
years the inventory has obtained 1, 791 
records of their occurrence throughout the 
state. They include the bald eagle, the pine 
barrens treefrog, and the Venus flytrap, to 
name a few of our 294 endangered, 
threatened, or rare animal and plant 
species. Rare plant communities, such as 







white cedar bogs and cypress savannahs, 
and other natural sites, like heron 
rookeries and waterfalls, complete the list. 

Through this inventory, Heritage Trust 
staffers develop protection projects for key 
sites and species. Planners from the private 
and public sector also use the inventory to 
insure that development will not adversely 
affect those features and species most 
significant to us as South Carolinians. 
Though the basic inventory has captured 
most existing information, it is a dynamic 
process keeping apace with changes 
throughout the state. 

Conservation easements and gifts from 
the public and private sector have been 
heavily relied upon to supplement outright 
purchases of wildlife habitat and significant 
natural areas deemed most important by 
the Trust. Emphasis has been placed on 
purchase of only the most significant areas, 
those special places throughout the state 
whose loss would be felt most deeply. 

Except in unusual cases, state funds are 
not available to the Heritage Trust for the 
purchase of property. Nonetheless, with 
the aid of some generous donations of land, 
judicious use of federal funds, and timely 
assistance from The Nature Conservancy, 
a national conservation organization, over 
22,500 acres of irreplaceable land has been 
placed in permanent public ownership at 
an average cost to the state of only $2. 54 
per acre. 

This protection provides for citizen use 
whenever possible in a reasonable manner 
that does not endanger the unique 
elements of the property. Managed access 
for nature study and research and, where 
appropriate, hiking, camping, fishing, and 
hunting insure that our children and their 
children will always be able to experience 
and enjoy the best of that which is South 
Carolina._., 

--1111"' ... 

The legacy of our mountains gives spectacular sights, such as Lee's Falls (left) 
plunging eighty to one hundred feet in three separate places along Tamassee Creek 
in Oconee County; the pixie~hke blossom of the rare Oconee bell (inset) along 
rushing streams; and a last rugged refuge for our largest wild animal, the black bear. 
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~ creatures of the water. 

Our summer survival sends us to it. 
You will find us where salt air 
Moves through pine and palmetto, 
Amidst the splash and ripple 
We ride the shoulders of waves. 
You will find us where wild vines 
Cover deep clay banks, 
Lulled by the lapping of lake water. 

byM01tho ll1se Pho,ir 
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~andleap 
With trout and crafty bass. 
We swoop and dive 
With swift,eyed gull and pelican. 
We float and frisk, plunge and play. 
We are creatures of creeks and streams, 
Woodland rivers and runs. 
We rise early and stay late, 
Taking shelter beneath trees and clouds, 
And refuge in the water.,,,,, 
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Picture theoutdoorsman. You probably HEART example, is jogging shoes, which average 
envision a tanned youth in excellent about $30 a pair. If you're running or walking 
physical condition. Then picture the heart less than a mile a day, you could probably 
attack or stroke victim. An older, use a Jes.5 expensive pair of shoes. 

overweight person comes to mind. FOR THE Cycling is a little more expensive, 
These two types of people overlap but a good ten,speed bike can 

more than you might think, however. be found under $150. Swimming 

==~oUTDOORs==E~ during their preferred sea# $5,CXX) or so. Fitness, in 
son. Many are sadly obese or other words, can cost as 
weak. And nothing is as exhausting as a ;;;;;;;===========;;;;;; much oras little as you wish it to. 
sudden, prolonged confrontation with the Once again, start gradually. Be in tune 
elements. Bet hargin with what your body can take. Begin your 

Here's a simple test: How far can you ore C g up activity with exercises to limber the 
travel, running or walking, in twelve mountains or bursting muscles and strengthen those you don't 
minutes? If you go a mile and a quarter or through thickets, make sure ordinarily use in your program. Dr. George 
more, you're in good to excellent shape, A. Sheehan, the noted jogging guru, as an 
depending on your age. If you cover a mile y,our body is prepared.. The example, has a series of five: 
or less, you're in fair to poor shape, my best in guns and knives 1. Lean into a wall from about three 
friend. Andyourattitudetowardregular won't help if vou aren't feet away and, keepingyourheelsflat, 
exercise could lead to heart attack, heat 1 stretch the achilles tendon. 
exhaustion, stroke, or other problems carrying a good heart. 2. Sit on the floor, grasp your ankles 
when you enter the outdoors with less with your hands, and bend your head 
strength than you need. ============ toward your feet to stretch your hamstring 

The heart is a muscle and, like all muscles. 
muscles, it needs regular exercise to keep 3. Cause an increase in red blood cells 3. Lie on your back. Touch the floor 
fit. Just pumping your blood while sitting at and the amount of hemoglobin, making with your toes over your head t.o loo.sen the 
a desk, pushing away from the dinner the blood a more efficient carrier. back muscles. 
table, or reaching to turn the 1V knob Start gradually and build up time and 4. Do bent leg situps to strengthen 
won't do it. Heart muscles grow flabby, and distance. Dr. Cooper recommends any abdominal muscles. 
sudden activity-particularly if it is kind of aerobic activity for people up to age 5. Sit on a table or other relatively high 
strenuous-can produce undue strain. thirty with no medical problems. Between and unencumbered platform and raise 

Through aerobic activity, you stimulate thirty and fifty, get your doctor's approval weights with your feet. This should 
the heart and lungs for a period of time so on more strenuous activities. You may alleviate problems with shins or 
that it will produce beneficial changes in need an electrocardiogram. Over fifty, quadriceps. 
your body. Walking, running, swimming, condition yowselfby walking before you A word of caution: Aerobic activity at 
cycling, and jogging are typical aerobic consider running, jogging, or more this time of year can be hazardous. When 
exercises. competitive sports, such as handball, the temperature gets above 90 degrees, 

Dr. Russell Pate, director of the USC basketball, or squash. If you're over sixty your body loses a considerable portion of its 
Human Performance Lab, believes aerobic and previously inactive, you may need to ability to cool you down. Don't do as much 
activity should last at least a half,hour avoid running, jogging, and vigorous and don't go as fast. 
daily. "But you don't have to do the same competitive sports or start very slowly. Finally, drink plenty ofliquids--before, 
activity every day. Walk, jog, or bicycle, Walking, swimming, and stationary during, and after. 
whatever fits into your schedule and cycling are your best bets. Again, consult Let your friends know you're prepared 
personality." your doctor. for the season. And remind them-if they 

Aerobic activity can: Aerobic activity has another advantage. want to enjoy the outdoors, they've got to 
1. Improve the pumping efficiency .of It doesn't have to be costly. The major have the heart to confront it. 

your heart, thus improving the ability to investment for runners and walkers, for Further information on aerobic fitness can 
rapidly transfer life,sustaining oxygen from ---------~-~ be obtaitie.d from the Governor's Council.on 
the lungs to the heart to all parts of the Physical Fitness, South Carolina Defxlrtmertt 
body. by, Ned Borden ofHealthandEnvironmeTitalControl, and the 

2. Tone up muscles, improve circula, Ned Bmden is coordinator of public infarmatirm College of Physical Education, Univernry of 
tion, and reduce the work of the heart. and education for the~ of Youth Services. South Carolina in Columbia. _ _, 
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R<!d6rf!asts f 
Blaek afQr 

Midsummer evenings when the 
light is soft and the air has cooled 
are good times on our Lowcountry 
streams. The lazy currents offer 
unhurried floats for redbreast, South 

Carolina's premier panfish. 

by Bob Campbell 
photography by Jim Goller 

Ease on down a coastal blackwater 
river-Edisto, Black, OJmbahee, .. 
Waccamaw. It doesn't matter which. Swat 
a mosquito or two as the idle current carries 
your bait to dark eddies and bankside 
pools. A fat redbreast may wait there. 

Fishing is most pleasant during the 
cricket and tree frog serenade in the 
lingering dusk. Down river you might 
glimpse a ripple and hear a smacking sound 
as some hapless insect is sucked in by a 
hungry fish. Unless you're careful a hefty 
redbreast may snatch the bait, interrupting 
your reverie. It's a problem river fishermen 
occasionally have to deal with. 

Traditionally, such men practice angling 
from small pine or cypress plank boats 
fashioned from the remnants of more 
enterprising projects. Shallow in draftand 
narrow of beam, these homemade craft 
require delicate balance. But they are ideal 
for easing down sluggish rivers in search of 
relaxation and redbreast bream. 

River savvy and a delicate touch of the 
paddle are necessary to keep the boat in the 
mainstream, out of tangles and overhangs, 
and away from stumps and debris. It's 
equally important to keep the boat just at 
cane pole distance from the eddies and 
pools where fish lie. 

Like the boats, the paddles are 
abbreviated models, usually less than three 
feet in length. An expert grasps the paddle 
at its yoke, lays the handle along the 
underside of his forearm, and guides the 
boat wherever he wishes with no obvious 
effort. Seldom does the paddle leave the 
water. Artful strokes take in only inches of 
river while the boat glides imperceptibly 
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along its course. A talented paddler is the 
personification of efficiency in motion. 

With such a person as my buddy at the 
paddle, I assume a "laidback" position with 
feet up on the gunnel, a cooler of liquid 
balm within easy reach, and one hand free 
to operate the fishing device. It's important 
that the eyes be kept at least half open. 

Violation of this principle used to be one 
of my most noted shortcomings. The cure 
came at the hands of my very best fishing 
pal, an outdoor writer whose talents with 
the paddle are somewhat overstated. As I 
dozed in complete trust, we steered 
squarely into a tangled overhang 
containing a plate-sized wasp nest cocked 
for action. _Amid the swarm of crazed 
insects, my partner executed a fancy dive, 
leaving me to take the worst of the 
onslaught before joining him in the river. 
Hence, my strict adherence to the half
opened eye regulation. 

In spite of occasional wasp ru=, 
mosquitoes, and water snakes, blackwater 
streams are extremely popular waters and 
the redbreast is their premier fish. They 
are abundant and the star attraction, 
seemingly preferring the slow steady 
currents associated with such streams. 

According to fisheries biologists, adult 
redbreasts feed on insects, small fishes, 
snails, and clams. Their diet depends 
largely upon seasonal abundance of 
particular food organisms. Adult and 
larvae flies, mosquitos, caddis flies, and 
beetles are favorites in the Piedmont. The 
preferences in Lowcountry waters seem to 
be caddis flies, beetles, and mayflies. 

Despite its cosmopolitan appetite, the 
redbreast's growth rate is slow when 
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compared with other members of the 
sunfish family. Two or three years pass 
before a juvenile redbreast reaches sexual 
maturity. At this time the fish is only three 
to five inches long. 

s uth Carolina's state record redbreast 
weighed only one pound thirteen ounces 
and fish taken by most anglers weigh much 
less. But the adage that "good things come 
in small packages" must have been coined 
for the redbreast. Devoted redbreast 
fishermen swear that pound for pound, it is 
the toughest fighter and most delicious of 
the panfish. The red belly and dark back of 
the adult male redbreast definitely make it 
the most colorful. With such fighting and 
table qualities and its vibrant colors, a 
cooler of a dozen or so redbreasts is a 
bragging occasion. 

Several techniques prove successful for 
redbreast. Some fishermen tie up or anchor 
and cast downstream with rods, reels, and 
live bait, and wait for the action. Others 
float along with the current and cast with 
fly rods and popping bugs into the eddies 
and pools. 

Being a traditionalist, I prefer the cane 
pole. A good cane pole fisherman uses a 
small hook, a small holder, enough sinker 
to get the bait down, and a line about the 
length of the pole. This makes it easy to 
handle in close quarters. 

Popular cane pole baits are crickets, 
earth worms, yellow jacket grubs, and 
catalpa worms, sometimes called "catawba 
worms." When catalpa worms are 
available, they are the preferred bait of 
most fishermen. A favorite trick is to "tum" 
the worm or force it inside out on the 
hook. 

No matter what method or bait you use, 
river fishing for redbreast should be 
leisurely. The fish will be just as 
accommodating whether you sweat or take 
it as it comes. In fact, the lazy touch often 
seems to be the most effective. 

An Edisto float with the wasp
antagonizing friend mentioned earlier 
illustrates this point. We had floated and 
fished for a while and caught several nice 
redbreasts. As we stretched across the boat 
taking it easy, along came a boat with three 
anglers obviously intent on beating the 
water to a froth with their casting. Sweat 
was dripping off of them. 

"Whatcha doing?" one asked, whipping 
his fancy rod at about fifteen casts per 
minute. 

"Fishing," we answered almost in unison. 
"Aw come on," another questioned in 

disbelief. "Whatcha really doing? We been 
at it hard all afternoon. Ain't got enough 
fish to fill the frypan. You ain't gonna catch 
no fish that way." 

"Nope," my partner said. "We're just 
drifting along taking in the river." 

The three shook their heads again and 
pushed on, still flailing away. Their 
determination was admirable. 

Ltc,, about twiHght, we pulled up on a 
sandbar. We built a small cooking fire and 
pan-fried those redbreasts with 
hushpuppies. As the evening diminished 
and our appetites were satiated, my partner 
looked over at me and said: "You know, 
those guys actually thought they were 
redbreast fishing, didn't they?" 

"Yep," I responded, picking my teeth 
with a green willow twig, "I reckon they 
did.".• 
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Pelicans have been troubled by pesticides in· 
the past, but South carolina 's population is now 
approaching an historic high. A wildlife biologist 
says loss of nesting grounds may be the next 
threat to this endangered species. 

Place For Pelican 

DDT is blamed for 
South Carolina's decline 
in pelican numbers 
during the 1960s. Since 
the ban of this 
insecticide, our pelican 
population has thrived. 

by Bob campbell 

Hurricane David whip
ped into the South 

Carolina Lowcountry in early September of 
1979, uprooting trees, flooding streets, top
pling buildings, damaging property, and 
generally dispiriting the local inhabitants. 
David also dislodged pelicans from one of 
the two South Carolina nesting sites of en
dangered Eastern Brown pelican-De
veaux Bank. 

Surges of sea water washed over the small 
island situated at the mouth of the North 
Edisto. Many of the few remaining pre
fledging birds died and nests were destroyed 
by the wind-driven water. 

The most significant loss in the biolo
gists' eyes was the pelican's nesting site. 

When David arrived, however, most lo
cal pelican breeding was complete. The 
next generation was on its way to maturity. 
Adult birds had no trouble weathering the 
storm. Pelicans are well equipped to nego
tiate natural phenomena. It's human ac
tivity that threatens pelicans today. 

When the breeding adults returned for 
the nesting season , they found Deveaux 
Bank awash at high tide. But the resource
ful pelicans simply moved a few miles up 
the coast to Bird Key-Stono, another small 

island just south of Folly Island, at the 
mouth of the Stono River. Nesting was very 
successful that first year. In fact, the birds 
produced more nests and more young than 
they had in previous years on Deveaux 
Bank. 

A nagging question came with the birds' 
adaptation. What if there had been no Bird 
Key-Stono? What would the birds have 
done? Where would they have found nest
ing habitat? 

"All available colony sites that are suita
ble for pelican nesting are currently in use," 
says Phil Wilkinson, a state wildlife bioh 
gist. Wilkinson, an experienced biologist, 
has the pelican recovery project as one of 
his assigned duties. With modern-day de
velopment pressures on the state's coastal 
islands, nesting habitat could become crit-
ical, Wilkinson says bluntly. · 

Q il Wilkinson has r ~n working with 
the South Carolina pelican for the past 
three years and is a member of the national 
pelican recovery team. 

At age forty-seven, he looks like a Hol
lywood-cast outdoorsman--weathered an
gular features, ruddy complexion from years 
in the sun and wind, and a thick shock of 
white hair. His youth was spent rambling in 
the Santee Delta. In 1962 he graduated 
from Auburn University with a master's de-
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Biologist Phil Wilkinson 
(above) and members of 
his Wildlife and Marine 
Resources Department 
research team study the 
pelican colony (right) 
on Bird Key-Stono for 
clues to nesting 
requirements and habits. 

gree in wildlife management and joined the 
South Carolina wildlife agency. 

Four years later he found himself working 
for the late Tom Yawkey, and served as 
manager of his land for the next eleven 
years, or until the state wildlife department 
acquired the 17 ,000-acre Yawkey wildlife 
preserve in 1977. While working for Yawkey, 
Wilkinson established his reputation as a 
waterfowl biologist and an expert in im
poundment and intensive waterfowl man
agement. Much of the state's current 
waterfowl management program is based 
on Wilkinson's earlier work. 

His expertise may prove vital to the pel
ican's survival considering the present dearth 
of nesting grounds. · Wilkinson is concerned 
by the lack of options the birds have. If Bird 
Key-Stono had not been available, he says, 
they might not have found a suitable site. 

P licans are perhaps 
the most recogniz

able and visible of our coastal birds. Al
though limited to the coastal shoreline, 
most South Carolina youngsters can easily 
name the pelican. Though the bird is en
dangered, South Carolina's population by 
all accounts is thriving and beach tourists 
and vacationers find the pelican a familiar 
feature of the local landscape. 

The pelican is a large, ungainly creature. 
Its hapless movements on the ground con
trast with its magnificence in the air. The 
bird glides along just above the waves in 

long flights of many individuals. They seem 
in complete control. 

"Pelicans are good indicator birds," Wil
kinson says. "They're fairly sensitive to en
vironmental perturbances such as poisons 
in the marine food chain." 

A lthough the conti
nental pelican pop

ulation is carefully monitored by biologists, 
such catastrophes cannot always be antici-

~ pated. While South Carolina's pelicans de-
~ dined during the 1960s, the population in 

the Gulf Coast crashed. All pelicans in 
Louisiana and almost all in Texas were gone 
entirely by the late 1950s. Pelicans in Lou
isiana were restocked, but this small re
stored population was reduced by about 
forty percent as a result of endrine, a per
sistent pesticide, in 1975. 

Unlike the insidious effect of DDT, the 
insecticide thought to have caused the 
South Carolina pelican's decline, endrine 
killed the Louisiana and Texas birds out
right. DDT accumulates in the aquatic food 
chain by run-off from agricultural spraying. 
This chemical, now banned, is sublethal 
(doesn't kill the adult bird outright). DDT 
is changed by the bird's metabolism to a 
derivative, DOE. This derivative causes a 
dysfunction in the bird, preventing the for
mation of hard-shelled eggs. 

Florida has the largest continental peli
can population and biologists believe this 
thriving population may be at an historic 
high. But South Carolina has by far the 
largest nesting population along the East 
Coast. 

There is talk of removing the pelican in 
parts of its range from the endangered spe
cies list. More likely, the bird will be 
changed in status from endangered to 
threatened, a less restrictive classification, 
but one which keeps protection in full 
force. The South Carolina population 
might qualify. 

But mere numbers are not the total con
cern of pelican recovery biologists. Louisi
ana and Texas had the highest continental 
numbers at one time and that didn't pre-
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In South Carolina, the 
endangered pelican may 
be upgraded to the less 
restrictive threatened 
status, but poorly 
planned coastal 
development and 
increased hurricane 
activity still pose major 
problems to the bird's 
nesting grounds. 

vent the crash. Geographic distribution, 
believe the biologists, is the best guard 
against pelican extinction. 

"The South Carolina population is es
sentially a nesting population," explains 
Wilkinson. "We have a few residual birds 
here in the winter, but most leave the state 
during the winter. However, winter bird 
counts are beginning to show an upward 
trend." 

' A ~inson thinks food V V ~~l< a major factor 
in the pelican's breeding preference for 
South Carolina. This is also true for the 
healthy breeding population in North Car
olina. Pelicans eat a variety of fish, which 
they dive for from heights in neck-breaking 
displays. The small, nutritious, and abun
dant menhaden is a mainstay in the diet. 
Pelicans are great moochers too, Wilkinson 
points out. Local fishermen and crabbers 
are familiar with this particular pelican be
havioral trait. 

Besides available food, nesting pelicans 
look for lack of predators of the four-legged 

variety, low human disturbance, inaccessi
bility, visibility, and extensive areas of ad
jacent shallow water. Pelicans also require 
areas to loaf when not nesting or feeding. 
Nesting islands or rookeries also attract a 
variety of other nesting sea birds. 

Pelicans are known to nest on man
made islands, Wilkinson says, particularly 
spoil islands ( islands made from the depo
sition of dredge material from harbor and 
channel maintenance projects). "With 
enough money and the right management," 
he says, "an island, even a man-made is
land, can be made suitable for pelican 
nesting." 

The national pelican recovery team has 
designed a plan to identify historic nesting 
sites, monitor populations, restock birds in 
historic nesting areas, and determine lim
iting factors, such as pollution, diseases, 
and parasitism. 

The recovery plan is a good one. With 
luck, skilled management, and solid pro
tection, there will be places for pelicans. 
But when hurricanes come along, South 
Carolina needs islands like Bird Key-Stano 
for the birds to survive. _ _, 



"When one fishing 
method fails at any 

given time, I'm not the least bit bashful 
about switching to another," David Grant 
of Greenville said. "Die-hard anglers who 
believe there's only one way to fish all too 
often return to the launching ramp with 
empty live wells. 

"I reckon that's what put me onto down
riggers, and I've been fishing them for the 
past five years. As a matter of fact, I was 
using 'em on Up-state reservoirs when 
other anglers would stop and ask me what 
they were." 

Oownrigging for trophy game fish is 
common among saltwater anglers, espe
cially on the West Coast, but it's a relatively 
new innovation for freshwater enthusiasts, 
particularly those who cruise South Caro
lina's large impoundments in search of bass, 
trout, or walleye sizeable enough to hang 
on the wall and brag about. 

It was a sunny afternoon, but the wind 
was gusty enough to blow a boat off the 
lake. Outside his office window the auto 
body shop foreman's trailered bass boat 
rocked gently with the sudden gusts. Inside, 
Grant leaned comfortably back in a chair, 
heels propped on the edge of his desk, and 
talked of fishing. 

An increasing number of 
South Carolina's Piedmont anglers are 
discovering that downrigger fishing 
can offer consistent success when 
fish go deep in summer and winter. 

gettin 



"Every year I look forward to when we 
revert to daylight savings time. Then I can 
usually sneak away for two or three hours 
fishing most every afternoon." 

Grant said he believes that most Up
state fishermen who include downriggers in 
their equipment relate them solely to Lake 
)ocas.5ee and the big rainbow and brown 
trout lurking there. But Grant said that 
downriggers will produce equally as well on 
any deep-water lake with areas relatively 
free of underwater obstructions. And the 
method works equally well in summer's 
heat or winter's cold. 

"Last winter," he mused, "my fishing 
partner, Jimmy Rhodes (also from Green
ville), and I decided to go for hybrid bass at 
Lake Hartwell. 

"It promised to be a nice day. The 
weather was unusually comfortable for the 
season and the water was calm, but cold, as 
we launched our rig about daybreak in the 
'big water' area near the dam. We figured 
jigging would be our best bet so we tied on 
a couple of leadheads and began bouncing 
them off the bottom in some forty feet of 
water." 

Grant said he kept an eye on his graph 
read-out depth finder and spotted a few scat
tered fish, but couldn't even buy a strike. 

H ,- t must have been 
about ten a. m. when 

I ran over a large school of fish suspended 
at thirty feet. I dropped a marker buoy, tied 
a couple of Sutton spoons to trolling lines, 
clamped the downriggers to the gunwales 
and watched my torpedo weights carry the 
cable to the depth of the fish. With our 
trolling rods in their sockets and the spoons 
trailing well astern, we swung the boat back 
toward the marker buoy. 

"For the next three hours," Grant said 
with a grin, "it was nothing but instant fun 
on a continuing basis. Hybrids averaging 
about five pounds apiece struck savagely at 
the spoons every time we passed over the 
school, often hitting both downriggers at 
the same time. 

"Believe it or not, we finally got too tired 
to fish anymore, but the school was still 
right where we had found them and they 
continued to strike just as viciously as when 
we first got to them. My partner and I lost 
count, but we must have caught and re
leased nearly a hundred before we gave it 
up out of sheer exhaustion." 

Although most fishermen associate 
downriggers only with deep water, Grant 
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says they produce in comparatively shallow 
areas too. 

"At Clark Hill Reservoir," he said, "I've 
found hybrids suspended at fifteen feet in 
thirty feet of water in front of the partially 
completed Russell Dam." 

The Greenville-based angler says that he 
hasn't fished Lake Murray with downrig
gers, but believes it should be an ideal spot. 
"It's a fairly clean lake-generally free of 
major underwater obstructions and it holds 
plenty of whopper-size striped bass. It's sim
ply a matter of putting a lure down where 
they live." 

Like other fishing 
techniques, there are 

a few 'tricks of the trade' to learn before be
coming su~l in the art of downrigging. 

When selecting lures, Grant advises that 
the downrig fisherman remember that 
spoons-whether they are Suttons, Swed
ish Pimple, Little Cleos, or others-have a 
tendency to ride some three feet above the 
torpedo or cannon ball weight and its troll
ing line snap release. Conversely, a plug, 
such as a Countdown Rapala, will swim 
slightly below the cable weight. The secret 
lies in bringing the lure directly to the fish 
and presenting it in a most appreciated 
manner. 

"I've found that most game fish prefer to 
rise to a bait rather than dive for it. Keep 
the depth differential between the lure and 
weight in mind when you drop the cable," 
he says. 

"And if you're depending on a downrig
ger cable footage meter, make sure it's ac
curate. Better yet, if you can afford it, 
employ a print-out depth sounder and 
watch the torpedo descend to the desired 
level. Variation of only a few feet can spell 
the difference between success and total 
waste of time." 

My introduction to downrigging came 
with an invitation last fall from Bob Norris 
to join him and his fishing partner, Sonny 
Norris (both Clemson natives, but no re
lation), in a trolling excursion on Lake 
Hartwell. 

Bob has an addiction to downriggers. 
"When it comes to fishing, it's the only way 
to go," he says. 

His rig, a converted sixteen-foot Ski 
Barge powered by a fifty-horsepower out
board, is equipped with two downriggers 
bolted to brackets on either side of the 
stem, along with additional brackets near 
the bow. He can troll four rigs at once 

whenever he has a yen for it. 
The day was bright and warm and the 

three of us relaxed, soaking up sunshine as 
the boat glided slowly over the mirror-like 
surface of the lake. We'd trolled for more 
than an hour, and, frankly, I was beginning 
to doubt the success of the venture, when 
a sudden shocking jolt against the boat 
snapped us to attention. 

A trolling rod, standing in its rod holder, 
dipped sharply and bent toward the stem as 
twenty-pound-test line sizzled off the reel 
away from the still-moving craft. 

"I believe we've hung a good one this 
time," Bob said, as he leaned from his seat 
behind the boat's wheel and began crank
ing up the downrigger's steel cable attached 
to a ten-pound lead cannon ball. 

At the same instant, Sonny yanked the 
rod from its socket and a one-on-one battle 
between man and fish began. "I can't stop 
him," he yelled. "He's taking line against 
the set of the drag." 

Bob, who had been reeling in cable and 
line from a second downrigger on the op
posite side of the boat, stepped forward and 
tightened the drag for Sonny, who had both 
hands full in his fight with the deep-run
ning fish. 

In a matter of minutes, a tired eight
pound hybrid bass was brought to net and 
heaved aboard. Although not a real whop
per, the catch was a sample of downrigger 
fishing efficiency. The hybrid had struck 
savagely at a five-inch spoon sixty feet be
neath the surface. 

"You can't beat this system when it 
comes to trolling for trophy fish," Bob said, 
as he and Sonny reset the two rigs for an
other wide sweep around the area they had 
selected for fishing. 

D ownrigging is rela
tively simple, but ex

acting. First, the fishermen stripped line 
from the reels to a distance they wanted the 
lures to run behind the boat. One trailed at 
sixty feet, the other some ten feet shorter. 
A snap release, adjusted for a four-pound 
pull, held the fishing line to the downrigger 
cable a couple of feet above the cannon ball 
weight. 

With the reels set in free spool, Bob 
watched a meter at the outer end of each 
downrigger arm.as he lowered the cable and 
fishing line to the desired depth. As insur
ance against possible meter inaccuracies, he 
had spotted the cable with solder at ten-foot 
intervals. When the weights reached sixty 



After the fishing line Is threaded 
through the button and let out unti l 

the lure runs the desired distance behind the boat, the button and 
line are twisted several times and snapped into the release snap 
on the cannonball. The cannonball is then lowered to the desired 
trolling depth and slack fishing line is slowly reeled in until a 
medium bend appears in the rod tip. When a fish strikes, the 
button will snap free of the release snap and the cannonball 
can be reeled up out of the way. 

Down-rigger and Rod holder~ 

feet, the anglers slowly reeled in the slack 
line between the rod tips and the snap re
leases until taut lines ran nearly perpendic
ular with the cables. 

Like auto mobiles, 
downriggers produced 

by leading tackle manufacturers are avail
able in models ranging from no frills for $35 
to superdeluxe versions with all the op
tions, including warning bells, going for 
$150 and up. A good mid-priced rig with 
cable, weight, and rod holder costs little 
more than a new bait-casting rig of good 
quality. 

"With whatever rig you choose," fub 
said, "cruise the area you intend to fish be
fore you start, keeping a watchful eye on 
the depth sounder for fish suspended at var
ious depths. Small fish are generally found 
near the surface, depending on water tem
perature. You'll find the Junkers beneath 
them in deep water, so rig accordingly to 
keep small fry from worrying you to death. 

"I fish Hartwell and Lake Keowee spas
modically for hybrids and bucketmouth 
bass," he added, "but Jocassee is my lake. It's 
pure pleasure just to be on that lake with its 
crystal clear waters and breathtaking rugged 
mountain scenery. 

"Jocassee has an abundant population of 
trout, both rainbow and browns, along 
with a hefty supply oflargemouth bass. And 
to add spicing to the cake, the wildlife de
partment is stocking the lake with those 
bronzeback fighters, the smallmouth bass." 

fub said that when he first started fishing 
Lake Jocassee, he trolled lead core lines 
with little success but had more success 
when he started using downriggers. During 
the last four years he has tallied some 500 
trout, both rainbow and brown, most of 
which were caught and released. 

Until recently he held the rainbow state 
record, a six-pounder that measured twenty
two and a half inches. His largest brown 
trout weighed in at twenty-three pounds 
and was twenty-nine and a half inches in 
length. 

Whether your lake is Jocassee, Keowee, 
Hartwell, Clark Hill, or Murray, Norris and 
Grant prove that downrigging can produce 
results. It's the most reliable way of getting 
to the fish whether they're holding at 
twenty or one hundred feet. And getting 
the bait within striking range of the fish is, 
after all, the first requirement for succes.5. ,-, 

A free-lance writer, &b Saigent is a retired U.S. Navy 
chief journalist and farmer up-swte editor of The Green
ville Piedmont. 
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the article states that this tree is 1,450 years of 
age. This is obviously not documented, but in 
this connection the Chief Forester for the 
American Forestry Association in Washington, 
D. C., has written me as follows: "It is impossible 
to estimate the age of trees without obtaining a 
count of the annual rings." He further stated 

f that he has observed the stumps of live oaks in 

ers' 
Forum 

Erroneous Oaks 
One of the feature articles, "Shades of His

tory," in the latest issue of South Carolina WJdlife 
is interesting, but conta~ errors that should 
not go unnoticed. 

The size of the Middleton Oak in Middleton 
Gardens is given as having a fifteen-foot diam
eter trunk, which would be something more 
than forty-six feet in circumference. 

The American Forestry Association in 
Washington, D.C., publishes currently a Na
tional Register of Big Trees. In it the largest live 
oak in the country is listed as one in Lewisburg, 
Louisiana, with a circumference of 32.10 feet. 
Nearer home we have the size of the largest live 
oak in the lovely avenue at Middleburg Plan
tation only 18.5 feet in circumference. Trees 
grow fast in the South Carolina Lowcountry 
and the size of these trees is significant when we 
consider the relative age of these trees. Fortu
nately this can be established almost exactly. In 
the "Southern Agriculturist and Register of Ru
ral Affairs," volume 5, for the year 1832, a Mr. 
A. E. Miller writes: "On the estate of Middle
burg, situated on the Cooper River, 24 miles 
from Charleston, South Carolina, belonging to 
J. Lucas, Esq., live oaks averaging twenty-five 
feet in height were selected from the woods by 
that gentleman and planted in the form of an 
avenue to his residence. Every tree succeeded 
well, etc." According to the above, these trees 
are not now much more than 150 years of age. 

With further reference to the Middleton 
Oak, the late Dr. W. C. Coker, botanist of the 
Universiry of North Carolina and author of 
"Trees of the Southeastern States," gives the di
ameter of the Middleton Oak as eight feet nine 
inches. He further quotes from the U.S. Forest 
Service in saying: "It seems likely that the oldest 
living oaks are not more than two or three 
hundred years old." 

In writing of the Angel Oak on Johns Island 
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Florida where the growth rings show as much as 
two inches annual diameter growth. 

The writers of the article state that pirates 
were hung from the limbs of the so-called Ash
ley Avenue Oak that grew in the middle of Ash
ley Avenue until it was removed a few years ago. 
According to the records in the RMC office in 
Charleston, there was no Ashley Avenue above 
Bee Street until about 1840. And according to 
Mrs. St. Julian Ravenel in "Charleston, the 
Place and the People," the unfortunate pirates 
were hung on a marsh island, now for many 
years, under High Battery. 

Trees add so much to the beauty of our South 
Carolina l..owCOlllltry, and the writers of "Shades 
of History" are to be commended for the many 
things of interest they have to say about them. 

Thanks a lot for your fine magazine. 
F. Kinlock Bull Sr. 

Pinopolis 

Favors Fee Increase 
It is my understanding that the South Caro

lina Wildlife and Marine Resources Depart
ment is to ask the legislature to approve the 
recommendations of a study committee. This 
committee is asking for increased license fees 
and other charges. I approve of this. 

In my opinion, everything that the Wildlife 
and Marine Resources Department offers us is 
a bargain. The wildlife magazine is beautiful and 
has already proven to be the finest in the United 
States. The other publications they offer are 
outstanding. I would not be in favor of curtail
ing any of this. 

They are not asking for more taxpayer funds. 
All it seems to me is that they are asking the · 
sportsmen, who have enjoyed these bargains for 
so long, to help pay for these fine services. 

A Painter Writes 

H. Baxter Carpenter 
Greenville 

A wonderful, wonderful publication!!! I'm a 
painter (oils), a nature and antique bug. 

I needed to write you a letter of praise. 

Land Fund Needed 

D. Phillips 
Greenville 

After reading the article in "Roundtable" in 
the January-February issue, I'm a bit disgusted. 
I find it hard to believe that the issue of land 

acquisition, which was explained in the No
vember-December issue, did not find its way 
onto the list of six priority items endorsed by the 
wildlife commission. If we're going to have a 
state income tax check-off, I feel that it should 
be for a land acquisition fund. This is something 
that is urgently needed, I feel, more than non
game research and management. This fund 
could also be used to give landowners an incen
tive for putting their land into the Game Man
agement Area Program. 

Thanks for the opportunity to express my 
opinion. I enjoy reading South Carolina WJdlife 
very much. Dwayne Mangum 

York 

A Place for the Wild 
I'd like to express my appreciation for all the 

good and dedicated talent that makes your mag
azine stay at the top of my list. 

Thanks and many more for all your efforts in 
making all the Southeast a better place for all 
our wild creatures. John]. Kearins 

Raleigh, North Carolina 

Another Zero 
Our congratulations on a fine article by Bob 

Sargent on Roland Martin in your March-April 
issue. 

For lack of an additional zero, however 
(p. 40, col. 1), I regret to inform your readers 
that you shortchanged our lake impoundments 
by about 153,000 acres. Lakes Moultrie and 
Marion comprise 177,400 acres of water. 

Keep up the fine and tasteful work. 
Daniel C. Coleman 

Corporate Communications Office 
Santee Cooper Public Service Authority 

Moncks Comer 

Reader's Chance to VISit 
Just a short note to let you know how much 

I enjoy South Carolina WJdlife. 
I have been receiving the magazine for three 

years now after being introduced to it by a friend 
here in Pennsylvania. I've wanted to come to 
South Carolina ever since I started reading the 
magazine and last summer when my son en
listed in the Marines and took his b-a.5ic training 
at Parris Island, I had the opportunity to come 
to your state. 

My wife and I spent the best part of a week 
traveling around the Beaufort area and of course 
went to the Fripp Island area. I am sure our trip 
was made more enjoyable by being familiar with 
the area through the reading of South Carolina 
WJalife. 

My wife and I intend to return and spend 
more time roaming about the state in the near 
future. Clifton G. Schisler 

Easton, Pennsylvania 



Remembering Buck and Ball 
I would like to point out to the muzzleloading 

expert that the oldtimer had a load called buck 
and ball where the buckshot and the lead ball 
were both used. 

My grandfather who passed away in 1950 
told about using it on deer when he was a young 
man. Edwin McGanagill 

Artesia, New Mexico 

More Access at Myrtle 
I would like to take this opportunity to re

spond to the article entitled "Fight for the Front
age Foot" in March-April 1981. One particular 
point that I wish to address is the chart on page 
12, "Available Beach Access in South Caro
lina." The reference to Myrtle Beach is at best 
inaccurate and indicates to me a reliance on 
out-dated data as a source. The author describes 
beach access in Myrtle Beach in the following 
manner: 

Myrtle Beach-Access at some street end
ings, limited day-visitor parking. 

In addition to access at street ends, there are 
numerous public alleys leading to the beach. In 
fact, from 14th Avenue North to 29th Avenue 
North, there is a twenty-foot alley for every 
sixty-foot lot. Each of these is marked as a public 
walkover and most have direct access to the 
beach via beach stairs. 

To date, approximately forty-four street ends 
have been landscaped, had parking areas de
fined, and decks and/or walkways constructed 
to improve public access. These locations are 
indicated by the arrows on the map. This rep
resents an expenditure ci over $150,000 during 
the last two years. Of this amount, $15,000 has 
come from the South Carolina Coastal Council 
and the rest directly from the city's general fund. 
There will be approximately fifteen more decks 
built during the '80/'81 fiscal year and an addi
tional $50,000 has been requested to improve 
twelve more locations.in fiscal year '81/'82. 

While it is true that there are no large public 
lots for parking by day-visitors, I do not feel that 
it is accurate to describe day-visitor parking as 
limited. Free public parking is available on 
Ocean Boulevard, on avenues leading to the 
beach, and at each improved street end. In all, 
there are several thousand free public parking 
spaces. 

In closing I think that it should be noted that 
Myrtle Beach is probably the most accessible 
beach along the East Coast and certainly is the 
most accessible in the Carolinas. We are proud 
of that fact and are making every effort to im
prove upon the available access. We appreciate 
the opportunity to set the record straight. 

James E. Tolbert 
Planning Director 

City of Myrtle Beach 

HUNTING lHE WHITETAIL DEER 
by Nonn Nelson. 212 pages. Illustrated with 
photographs. Published by David McKay 
Company Inc. , Two Park Ave. , New York 
City, 10016. Price $12.95. 

Nelson offers advice on hunting the na
tion's number one big-game animal and tells 
how it has changed over the years. He goes 
into detail on the selection and use of cloth
ing and equipment, stressing the need fur 
firearm skill and safety. The author gives de
tails on preparing for a survival situation and 
caring for venison from the field to the 
freezer. 

SEA ISLANDS OF 1HE SQUIB by 
Diana and Bill Gleasner. 176 pages. Illus
trated with black and white photographs, 
maps. Includes a 16-page full-color portfolio. 
An East Woods Press Book, published by 
Fast and McMillan, 820 East Boulevard, 
Charlotte, N.C., 28203. $8.95. Paperback. 

A travel-guide for lovers of the Southern 
barrier islands. This interesting and infor
mative guide describes 40 islands off the 
coast ci the Carolinas, Georgia, and Florida. 
Perfect year-round vacation spots, these is
lands are easily accessible by air, boat, or car. 

JULY 11-12 
Southeastern Invitational Shark Tour

nament. Four types of sharks-black tip, 
hammer, tiger shark, and other species; of
ficial IGFA rules; prize for best boat; all fish 
caught must be over four feet long. Spon
sored by the Greater Charleston Shark 
Club. For more infonnation, call Mike 
Schultz at (803) 571-2722. 

JULY13-19 
Beaufort Water Festival. Lowcountry 

dishes, tournaments, Blessing of the Aeet. 
Place: Beaufort. For more infonnation, call 
(803) 524-3163. 

JULY 17-19 
South Carolina Festival of Flowers. Pag

eants, antique cars, garden tours, art shows. 
Place: Greenwood. For more information, 
call (803) 223-8431. 

sored by the South Carolina Saltwater 
Sports Fishing Association. For more infor
mation, write Dick McCaskill, P. 0 . Box 
2086, Cliarleston, S.C. , 29412. 

JULY23-24 
Summerthing Arts Festival. Artisans ex

hibit and demonstrate handicrafts aJ;ld art. 
Place: Sumter. For more information, call 
(803) 773-9364. 

JULY24-25 
South Carolina Tobacco Festival. Arts, 

crafts, antique autos, music, all centering 
around Golden Weed. Place: Lake City. For 
more infonnation, call (803) 394-861 1. 

AUGUST7-8 
South Carolina Grape Festival. Vineyard 

tours, grape-stomping, and judging along 
with art shows, festival ball, parade, beauty 
pageant, softball tournament, "mud sling" 
contest. Place: York. For more information, 
call Bobby McCarterat (803) 684-3117. 

AUGUST7-9 
Tractor Pull Young Farmer's chapter of 

Saluda offers unique challenge to farmers 
and anyone elc;e. Place: Saluda. For more 
information, call (803) 445-2293. 

AUGUSTS-9 
Summer Inshore Tournament. Spon

sored by the South Carolina Saltwater 
Sports Fishing Association. For more 
information, call Bill Brightwell at (803) 
766-7300. 

AUGUST 21-23 
1st Annual Georgetown County King 

Mackerel Tournament. Sponsored by the 
Georgetown Chamber of Commerce. For 
more infonnation, call (803) 546-8436. 

SEPTEMBER 5-13 
South Carolina Apple Festival. Parades, 

pageants, dancing, fishing, orchard tour. 
Place: Westminster and Long Creek. For 
more information, call (803) 647-9709. 

To list an event, contact Tricia Way, 
JULY 18,19 South Carolina Wildlife, P. 0. Box 167, 

Ladies Offshore Tournament. Spon- Columbia, S.C., 29202, (803) 758-0001. 
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The Weather 
Machine 

Everyday we depend upon 
machines. Machines carry us to 
school, package our food, print 
our books and magazines. Ma, 
chines also break down and de, 
mand constant repair. 

Unlike man,made mecha, 
nisms, there is a natural machine 
upon which we all depend-the 
weather machine. We depend 
upon it to bring rain and. sun, 
shine to nurture our crops and 
quench our thirst. The weather 
makes our weekends pleasant or 
torturous. The weather can bring 
us outdoors or make us stay in, 
side. We depend upon it for al, 
most everything, while the 
weather depends upon humans 
for nothing. 

By studying the weather, we 
can learn to adapt to changing 
weather conditions and make 
our lives safer. This edition of 
"Field Trip" will help you fore, 
cast the weather by simple 
observation. 

Moving Parts 
The weather we experience 

occurs only in a layer of air ex, 
tending about five miles above 

0 
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Hikers might be interested to know that wind generally flows up a mountain during 
the day and down it at night. 

the earth called the troposphere. 
The sun heats the earth in this 
layer of air. When heated, air 
rises and is replaced by colder air, 
creating wind. Air near the 
equator is rapidly heated by the 
sun. As this hot tropical air rises, 
it flows toward the poles while 
colder polar air sinks towards the 

When you feel a rush of wind, cold air is filling 
in the space left by rising warm air. 

equator. As the earth rotates 
eastward, these gigantic air masses 
collide and mix, producing our 
changing weather. 

Highs and Lows 
As the earth rotates, -it creates 

whirling masses of air with high 
pressure (highs) or low pressure 
(lows). Highs usually bring fair 
weather, lows bring unsettled 
weather. Winds in high pressure 
cells are light and move in a 
clockwise direction. Lows 
bring strong winds moving 
counterclockwise. 

Wind patterns can be pre, 
dieted according to the surface of 
land or water. For example, dur, 
ing the day, wind will flow up a 
mountain from a valley. At the 
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clockwise toward a low pressure 
cell. 

This · test is accurate for gen, 
eral winds in the northern hem, 
isphere. Local breezes, however, 
may also influence wind flow. 

Tons of water evaporate into 
the air each day from every, 
where-from lakes, rivers, 
oceans, even from green leaves. 

'Ibermospbere 100 to 

Mesosphere 50 to 100 miles up 

Stratosphere 30 to 50 miles up 

Troposphe~ 5 to 30 miles up 
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. Cirrostrat u s 
( halosp;u.-ound the sun 

Qr moon> 

Altostratus 
( dense veils of gray; 

sign of rain) 

Altocumulus 
(puffy patches; 

sign of ~ ) 

. Cumtifus 
:(tleecy clouds; sigiiof 

fair w~er) :i 

Cumulonimbus 
(thunderclouds) 

Stratus 
(low, fog-like clouds ) 

Vapor Sculpture 
· A single acre of com will release 
more than 300,000 gallons of 
water in one season. We can't see 
this happen because it rises in 
tiny droplets called water vapor. 
Warm air holds more water than 
cool air. 

Condensation occurs when 
warm air rises and cools. You can 
see condensation when you blow 
your warm breath into cold air, 
or when ice water is poured into 
a warm glass. (})ndensation forms 
clouds. Sometimes the air may 
contain so much water that rain 
or snow falls down ·from the 
clouds. This constant process of _ 
evaporation, condensation, and 
precipitation is called the water 
cycle. 

Remember--clouds are formed 
by the cooling of water vapor. 
This could occur in a number of 
situations: 

1. Warm air from the ocean 
moves over a cool land surface. 
You can see clouds forming above 
the land when you are far out in 
the ocean. 

2. Warm air moving up the 

Clouds move constantly and form new 
clouds. They are classified according to 
formation and altitude (high, middle, or 
low). 



Following clouds can help 
if you're lost at sea. 

Lost seamen have known for centuries that fleecy, seemingly unmoving, 
clouds are usually located a little off to the side of land. A tornado can drive 

face of a mountain cools at about 
5. 5 degrees for every 1, OCX) feet. 

3. Sometimes warm air is 
lifted by a heavier mass of cold 
air that pushes under it like a 
wedge, forming clouds. 

4. A fog is a cloud formed by 
warm air touching the cold earth. 

Clouds are named to describe 
their form and type: "nimbus" 
means rain clouds, "alto," high 
clouds; and "stratus," cloud layers. 

A Late-Summer 
Game: Name 
That Storm 

If you have ever seen a storm 
approaching, you know how fast 
they develop. Humans fear storms 
with good reason. They can be 
dangerous. Three main kinds of 
storms occur in South Carolina. 

1. Thunderstorms are via-
lent surges of air often accom, 

a straw into a tree and 
make the sky rain frogs. 

panied by lightning, rain, strong 
winds, and hail. 

2. Tornadoes are the most 
violent and dangerous of all 
storms. The funnel of a tornado 
often contains winds of up to 300 
miles per hour and can suck 
houses, cars, and animals into 
the air and carry them hundreds 
of feet. Tornadoes over lakes and 
oceans are called waterspouts. 

3. Hurricanes are tropical 
storms that develop over oceans. 
Hurricanes are accompanied by 
winds of up to 150 miles per hour 
and giant waves that can flood 
low,lying areas and sweep away 
homes and buildings. Because 
hurricanes develop over warm 
tropical oceans, they carry tre, 
mendous amounts of water, re, 
suiting in violent rainshowers 
called squalls. The heaviest winds 
and rains of a hurricane occur 
around its center, or eye. 

Stay Low, . 
Avoid Water 

Hurricanes occur most often 
during the late summer and early 
fall. If you are outside when a 
storm approaches, remember to: 

1. Stay away from any high 
point on the ground. Crouch 
down in the lowest area nearby. 

2. Stay away from trees, tent 
poles, flagpoles, and utility poles. 
Lightning is attracted to high 
points or electrical conductors, 
such as metal pipes or wire 
fences. 

3. Stay away from bodies of 
water, such as lakes or streams. 

4. If you are on a mountain, 
crouch between two low, flat 
rocks. Stay away from cliffs, rock 
crevices, and streams. 

Unless advised by the Na, 
tional Weather Service to leave 

• the area, the safest place during 
a storm is your home. 
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Carolina's Rock of Ages 
Peachtree Rock wears its age like wrinkles on a wise 

man's face. Deeply etched crevices map a countenance 
care-worn, yet strengthened by time and events. 

C ertain places, like some people, age' 
with grace. There is that sense of 

acceptance that arrives on the h~ls of 
wisdom, quietly acknowledges 
universal forces greater than one's self, and 
lives life richly from day to day. Peachtree 
Rock is such a place. 

A community haunt in Lexington 
County, this 300-acre tract is now 
preserved as a natural area by the S. C. 
Nature Conservancy. People have been 
drawn to this unique geological and 
biological area for several thousand years. 
Indian potsherds dating back 4,000 years 
ago have been discovered near the site. 

One local resident says Peachtree Rock 
was so named because a peach tree grew on 
top of it, recalling how, as a young man, he 
climbed the rock to eat the peaches. Other 
names for it, Wine Glass Rock and 
Mushroom Rock, refer to its top-heavy 
shape, wide at the iron-resistant cap and 
tapering to a soft sandstone base worn by 
water and wind. 

Peachtree Rock Preserve is part of a 
larger track purchased by the S. C._ Nature 
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Conservancy inJune 1980. Outcrops are 
portions of bedrock that protrude through 
the soil. The new preserve protects the 
largest sandstone outcrop in South 
Carolina, as well as several distinct plant 
communities that harbor unusual plants, 
shrubs, and ferns. 

Surrounding the rock itself is a 
mountain cove community, reminiscent of 
the rich vegetation associated with the 
Blue Ridge. Mountain laurel, galax, 
trailing arbutus, and cranefly orchids grow 
on the slopes, mixing generously with an 
oak-hickory forest along the stream. 
Nearby a refreshing waterfall cascades 
twelve feet over a rock overhang into a 
serene pool lapping a sandy bank. What 
better place for picnicking and the 
dabbling of weary feet? 

But this charming setting is not all there 
is to the preserve. Only footsteps away 
from its moist, cool climate is a dry, hot 
one. Beyond the rock outcrops is an 
entirely different area, a turkey oak
longleaf pine habitat typical of the 
Sandhills. In the heart of this habitat are 
Spanish bayonet, cactus, the flowering 
plant sandwort, a rock spike moss that 
roots in the sand's surface, and the lichen 
Cladania, which can be seen everywhere. 
Rosemary-not the herb-but a pretty 

shrub with fragile leaves and long, supple 
stems, is scattered about, signifying the 
state's northernmost location of this 
sandhill species. 

An exposed section of the state's 
ancient shoreline, eroded over a fifty
million-year period, the sand is finely 
ground like the beaches of our coast, and 
craggy rock faces show fossilized shell 
remains. The sandstone outcrops 
themselves reveal tube holes burrowed by 
fossil marine animals called Calianassa. 

The coves of Peachtree Rock provided 
an excellent meeting place for Indian 
ceremonials and eighteenth-century 
trailblazers on their way to Fort Congaree. 

Angular carvings in the pine tree's 
trunks show where sap was tapped for a 
one-time thriving turpentine industry in 
Georgia and South Carolina. And rusted 
metal hulks stand witness to abandoned 
liquor stills and busted moonshiners, who 
found the area's high water-table well
suited to their wayward occupation. 

Because of its accessibility, Peachtree 
Rock has been littered and abused by 
visitors and their vehicles. The Nature 
Conservancy hopes to repair and maintain 
this delicate area and has already built a 
new parking area at the entrance to the 
main trail. Its stewardship committee also 
is training trail guides, recruiting a litter 
patrol, and raising money to pay back the 
loan used to buy the property. 

When the late summer's sun is waxing 
hottest, that pool at the base of Peachtree 
Preserve's waterfall could be the best place 
around to cool your heels. Only sixteen 
miles from downtown Columbia, it's one 
of the only natural preserves in the 
metropolitan area. Just drive out Highway 
215 from West Columbia and merge into 
Highway 302 as you pass the airport. Bear 
left onto Highway 6 and follow about one 
mile. Tum left onto a paved road marked 
by a Bethel United Methodist Church 
sign. At the crossroads, tum right and 
follow until you see a parking area on the 
right. 

Littering, fires, motor vehicles, and 
firearms are prohibited as is the destruction 
or removal of plants and wildlife. 

Once you visit Peachtree Rock, you 
may have an interest in its preservation. If 
so, call the S.C. Nature Conservancy at 
254-9049. I'm sure they'll know something 
you can do. _.., - JULIE WMPKIN 



Early this year, hundreds of 
common loons, laden with black 
oil, dragged themselves up onto 
Grand Strand beaches. 

A patchy oil slick about two 
miles long and twenty miles off
shore from Myrtle Beach appar
ently trapped a flock of loons 
preparing to migrate. Since the 
birds were molting, they were un
able to fly and probably had no 
way to avoid the oil. No one 
knows how many other birds may 
have died, but more than 600 
loons managed to swim to shore. 
Loons are extremely strong swim
mers and may have been better 
able than other water birds to trav
erse the twenty miles or so to 
shore. 

Local residents and beach walk
ers began to pick up the helpless 
birds, and, not knowing what else 
to do, took them to the Myrtle 
Beach Animal Shelter. The Shel
ter, designed to handle the occa
sional stray dog or cat, was soon 
overwhelmed. A cleaning opera
tion was organired under the su
pervision of Larry Thompson with 
the National Audubon Society 
and Waynon Johnson of the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service. Biolo
gists and conservation officers with 

Local Effort Saves 
Oil--Soaked Birds 

Morgan A. McClure with 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

prepares a loon for release. 

past ten years, she has worked 
about three spills per year and says 
she has seen no decrease in their 
number in recent years. 
-PETE LAURIE. 

the South Carolina Wildlife and 
Marine Resources Department 
helped round up the oiled birds 
and transport them to the Na
tional Guard Armory. 

Eventually, 628 loons were 
brought in, and 331 released. The 
others either died before they 
could.be rehabilitated, or were in 
such bad shape that they were put 
to death. Birds that remain oiled 
for a long period of time invariably 
injest some of the oil, usually with 
fatal results. Of those loons prop
erly rehabilitated, mo.5t probably 
stood a good chance of survival, 
according to Alice Berkner, who 
was flown in from the Interna
tional Bird Rescue Research 
Center. 

Major oil spills seldom occur in 
South Carolina, says O:>ast Guard 
Captain Robert F. Bennett, the 
federal oil spill coordinator for 
coastal South Carolina. "Oil tank
ers will flush a tank only when they 
change the type of oil to be trans
ported," he explains. "This once 
was a more common practice, but 
now the same product generally is 
put in each tank again and again, 
so that cleaning is not necessary." 

According to Bennett, the most 
likely source of spilled oil along 

this coast is the refueling of a 
freighter. "Freighters rum fuel from 
the bottom of the tank, pumping 
in seawater on top for ballast," he 
says. "Before refueling, this ballast 
must be carefully pumped back out 
the top. Carelessness during re
fueling can result in spilled oil, but 
with today's price of oil, freighter 
crew members are much more 
careful about pumping valuable oil 
overboard." 

Sometimes spilled oil can be 
traced, but not at the Myrtle 
Beach spill. The Coast Guard saw 
the recent slick only once before it 
broke up, and high winds and 
heavy seas discouraged any at
tempt to dip a sample via helicopter. 

The fine for spilling oil and not 
notifying the Coast Guard is 
$10,000 plus the cost of clean-up. 
If the Coast Guard is notified, the 
fine is only $5,000. Fines are used 
to finance clean-up of "mystery 

How to Handle An Oiled Bird 

Once an oiled bird has lieen lo
cated, move carefully between the 
water's edge and the bird, blocking 
access to the water. Capture it 
with long-handled dip nets, entrap 
it with large towels, or pick it up. 
Wild birds may attempt to bite or 
peck you, and could cause serious 
injury, so always hold birds at or 
below waist level, never dose to 
the face. 

Place the captured bird in a 
cardboard box just large enough to 
hold it comfortably, but narrow 
enough to restrict its movements. 

Call the Audubon Society in 
Charleston, 723-3336, for assis
tance. You will probably be asked 
to take it to a collection point or 
nearby veterinarian. 

Ix> not attempt to dean the 
bird yourself Treating an oil-soaked 
bird successfully is a delicate pro
cess and a mistake could cost a bird 
its life. 

"From collection to treatment, 
the operation depends almost 
completely on volunteers,• says 
Larry Thompson of the Audubon 
Society's Charleston office. "No 
organization or ~vemment agency 
has the manpower to carry out an 
oiled bird rehabilitation effort 
without help from volunteers.•_, 

spills.• Cleaning the birds at the re- / . 
cent Myrtle Beach spill cost the . ,,_-,,1, .' · · , c -'~ .-, 

Coast Guard about $13,000 or , -~-- •-
1
· • "'\~1\~.~~{ 

about $40 per released bird. 7 ~ : i~ ;t• .., 
Berkner said that her first spiH __ .. ,: . ' ii... I ~ -:;: ~ 1

" Jt 
mvol""'1 7,000 ~~!:;>~fr ,,,.""' ~= Roun0f3 ·I~ 
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ruNTING ACCI
nts always seem to 
ppen to a fellow that 

hung out with a group of buddies 
other than our own. But sooner or 
later that silent anonymity ends 
with a sharp and sudden BLAM! 
It's all over then. Advice is too 
late. 

For too long we of the hunting 
fraternity have laughed at our care
less, slow-thinking "buddies" in 
the field. These characters are 
without a doubt a hunting acci
dent just waiting to happen. But 
more than once I've heard them 
described in joking terms such as 
these: 

"Uncle 11p must have a prime 
vintage in his thermos today,• a 
dove hunter said. "I could've sworn 
he just made a (chuckle) double 
on tomtits." 

"The only way old Joe knows to 
unload his gun is by pulling the 
trigger and that's probably the 
most shooting (chuckle) he's had 
all day." 

"Look out for Wild Bill when 
the cov~y gets up. He gets so ex
cited that he's liable to shoot your 
(chuckle) hat off if you're standing 
beside him." 

"We call him Quick-draw Dick 
because he shoots from the hip, 
and if he hits the back side of a 
barn, that's one of his better shots. 
But he really zeroes in on (chuc
kle) tree tops." 

"Watch out for Gene if you 
carry him duck hunting. He's just 
liable to give your boat a (chuckle) 
new live welP 

Such people are NO JOKE! 
They are a menace and a black 
mark against all hunters. If you 
hunt with them, your casual chuc
kle may become your last laugh. 

Don't be afraid to correct a 
hunting buddy for an unsafe habit. 
Maybe it's something he never no
ticed. He'll be eternally grateful for 
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your pointing it out, even
tually. And you may save 

two lives, yours 
and his. _, 

g 

Riley Awarded 
For Efforts In 
Conservation 

In recognition of his leadership 
in nuclear waste management, 
Governor Richard Riley was se
lected as the 1980 Conservationist 
of the Year by the South Carolina 
Wildlife Federation. 

Three state wildlife department 
employees also received federation 
recognition during the organiza
tion's annual awards banquet held 
in February: Dr. James A. Tun
merman Jr., executive director, 
won the wildlife award; Charles 
Snider of Anderson, the hunter 
safety award; and John Evans of 
Columbia, the communications 
award. 

"Governor Riley has been in 
many cases a lone voice in a long 
campaign to secure from Congress 
a sensible, comprehensive na
tional policy for the handling and 
disposal of low and high level nu
clear waste and also hazardous in
dustrial waste,• said Mitch Go:lwin, 
federation president. 

Riley was also lauded for consis
tent conservation efforts in secur
ing the Mountain Bridge 
Recreation and Natural Area, de
veloping a comprehensive state 
plan for natural resources educa
tion, and general resource 
leadership. 

Other award winners were: Brice 
Latham of Sandy Springs, educa
tion; Herman Hermelink of Char
lotte, forest; South Carolina Electric 
and Gas's hydro and environmen
tal engineering division, indus
trial; Elizabeth Lever of Columbia, 
land; the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service ecological and services of
fice in Charleston, organization; 
Hubert E. Yarborough of Green
ville, water; Heather Meeds of 
Summerville, youth; Nancy D. 
Cathcart of Hilton Head, special 
posthumous award; and Anne 
Worsham Richardson of Charles
ton, special award. _, 

South Carolina is not a popular 
wintering place for Canada geese, 
but last December fifty-two wild 
Canadas suddenly appeared on a 
lake at Furman University. 

It wasn't just the lake and sur
rounding fields that attracted the 
geese. They were probably alerted 
by the calls of three of their crip
pled brethren who had settled at 
the school last year. 

Oliver McMahan, superin
tendent of grounds at Furman and 
self-appointed caretaker of the 
school's assorted ducks, swans, and 
geese, theorizes that the wild geese 
have always flown over the Green
ville area during their annual mi
gratory run. "It's just that there was 
nothing to attract them here be
fore,• he says. 

While Furman's "tame" geese 
succeeded in luring their com-

rades, McMahan did his best to 
make them stay through the win
ter. He trained the wild geese to 
rush to his side whenever they 
heard his voice or his truck. They 
learned he'd always have a sack of 
corn for them to munch on. 

McMahan could cross to the 
other side of the lake, step out of 
his truck, utter one short 
"Hoooooo," and the Canadas would 
glide, en masse, across the water 
and light at his feet. 

Furman's population of Cana
das started in April 1980 when one 
lone, injured fellow struggled onto 
the lake. Though he couldn't fly, 
he adjusted to the surroundings 
and was joined in July by two other 
Canadas, both of whom also suf
fered from the same affliction. No 
one knows where the three came 
from or how they found Furman. 

Oliver McMahan, superinten, 
dentofgrounds at Funnan 
University, hopes the geese 
will return next year. 

Their lives were peaceful enough 
until early November, when a 
flock of ten Canadas decided to 
visit. After two weeks, McMahan 
thought the newcomers had set
tled for the winter. "One day they 
just swam up the lake, calling out 
to each other and making a lot of 
noise. Then they flew up in the 
air, made one big circle around the 
lake, formed a 'V', and flew South." 

Their crippled brothers 
squawked and struggled to follow, 
McMahan says. Then, about three 
weeks later, the larger gaggle ar
rived for their extended stay. The 
geese adjusted well; in fact, they 

became too comfortable on occas
sion. McMahan began feeding 
them corn out of necessity because 
they were devouring the plant life 
around the lakeshore. "They'd eat 
like a cow, right down to the 
ground," he says. 

Some of that plant life included 
a small crop of bunched arrow
head, which is officially recognized 
in the Federal Register as a nation
ally endangered species. Fortu
nately, it wasn't wiped out, although 
Furman officials had a few anxious 
moments. 

On February 22, the geese left 
Furman and began their long trip 
home. McMahan plans to look for 
the geese early next December to 
see if they've decided to make Fur
man a permanent winter nesting 
place, or just a one-time "short 
stop.•_, 

NWFFavors 
Regulations 

Despite repeated attacks on 
government "over-regulation" by 
the Reagan administration, a new 
poll of National Wildlife Federa
tion (NWF) members reveals that 
most feel there are not enough fed
eral environmental protection laws. 

Nearly 39,00J NWF members 
responded to a poll appearing in 
the February-March issue of Na
tional Wddlife magazine and 62.1 
percent felt there is "too little" en
vironmental regulation. Only 11. 5 
percent felt we have "too much," 
while 25 percent responded that 
we have "just the right amount.• 

In addition, the annual survey 
showed that NWF members feel 
the federal government should 
play a stronger role in two other 
areas-farm land protection and 
population control. An over
whelming 95.2 percent said there 
should be a national policy to pro
tect prime farmlands from being 
developed into roads, housing areas, 
and other projects. 

Traditionally, hunters and fish
ermen have supported wildlife pro
grams, mainly the game species, 
with license fees and special taxes. 
Now many states are raising funds 
to finance programs for non-game 
species-songbirds and other 
creatures not taken by sportsmen. 

The federation asked its mem
bers if they would be willing to pay 
an additional small tax on certain 
items of camping, hiking, and 
bird-watching equipment to sup
port non-game species in their 
area. An impressive 81.3 percent 
said yes, 9.8 percent said no, and 
8 percent didn't know. _ _, 

WHATEVER YOUR 
favorite outdoor activ
ity, weather greatly af

fects your recreation time. Snow 
skiers, campers, hunters, fisher
men, and sailors must keep close 
tabs on the weather in order to get 
maximum pleasure from their sport. 

Knowing the weather forecast 
prior to departing the slip can 
mean the difference between life 
and death to a boater. It is the re
sponsibility of the operator to get 
an accurate forecast not only for 
himself, but for any passengers he 
or she might be taking aboard. 

Every year we read about water
craft of every description being lost 
in storms. Boats, ships, yachts, 
cruisers, no matter how large, are 
not immune to the effects of a se
vere storm. Boaters who do not 
check the weather before going 
out are really taking a chance. 

For the latest forecast, consult 
the newspaper, AM and FM radio, 
and 1V. A weather band radio for 
the National Oceanic and Atmos
pheric Administration station can 
be purchased from most radio deal
ers. Weather reports are also avail
able by telephoning the National 
Weather Service (1-355-1212) 
which gives continuous weather 
readouts. 

Another way to check weather, 
of course, is the common sense 
method. If heavy weather is fore
cast, don't go out. If you're already 
out, be aware of clangerou5 weather 
approaching. If caught in bad 
weather, put on a life-saving de
vice, keep passengers low, and 
head the boat into the waves at a 
slight angle. If cap,iz.ed or swamped, 
remember that most boats are 
equipped with flotation, so SfAY 
WITH YOUR BOAT!_, 
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DAYLIGHT SfREAKED 
across the wet darkness 
ahead of our plunging 

bow that June morning, some sixty 
miles off the beach of Hilton Head 
Island. It was too dark to put out 
our lines, and also too dark to see 
that we had entered one of nature's 
most glorious sights, one which 
occurs only once a year in select
ed areas of the Gulf Stream. 

Rods were readied, baits pre
pared, and gaffs positioned in the 
golden dawn rushing at us from the 
bow. We were in the realm of the 
mighty blue marlin. In the grow
ing light we could see huge patches 
and sometimes long lines of golden 
sargassum weed. This weed means 
cover in the open sea. Cover 
means a welter of marine life, in
cluding baitfish. 

What we didn't realize is that 
we'd ventured into this literal sea 
of grass, a golden rubbery weed, 
kept afloat by myriads of tiny air 
balloons, and that this very morn
ing the sargassum would pollinate. 
In the growing dawn an effect 
would be created as if our boat, the 
Roulette, had entered the pearly 
gates of New Jerusalem itself. 

The sun's edge exploded over 
the ocean's rim and the direct rays 
created an ethereal golden world 
so surreal it sent the eyes scurrying 
for a close tangible object like a 
mop or a gaff hook to remind one 
exactly where you were. 

The whole effect prooobly didn't 
last three minutes. It peaked dur
ing the first silent roaring of solar 
fire out of the sea when the golden 
rays were streaking laterally through 
the layers of golden pollen. The 
scene was heightened by the gentle 
undula~ion of the swells, the in
digo water, and the enormous fab
ric-like patches of weed. 

After a few moments, the appa
rition changed. The sun heighten
ed, and the cloud scattered. The 
figures in the moving wax mus-
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eum came to life, 
and we went 

fishing.-, 

Poucher 

VOLUNTEERS 
MENDTRAIL 

About 150 volunteers responded to the Parks, Recreation, 
and Tourism Department's call for help in controlling erosion 
of the Jones Gap Trail. 

"Rock, rock; rock, rock; I think 
I'll dream all night about moving 
rocks.• Virginia Murray of Colum
bia's Sierra Club summed up the 
feelings of many camped in the 
Greenville YMCA's Wilderness 
Camp. 

Sore and tired, they prepared 
dinner around camp stoves and re
flected on the day's activities. 
Some sixty-five people had gath
ered at River Falls that Saturday in 
March to volunteer for an ero5ion 
control effort in the Jones Gap 
Wilderness Area of Caesar's Head 
State Park. They had driven from 
Greenville, Greenwood, Colum
bia, Charleston, Georgetown, and 
points scattered in between with 
no hope of remuneration, save 
their personal satisfaction at hav
ing done something positive for 
the environment. 

They moved rocks and logs, 
constructed waterbars and sedi
ment tra~, trenched creeks, built 
bridges, and improved the walking 
tread on the Jones Gap Trail. And 
they continued this hard labor the 
next day. 

The tale of this trail actually be
gins with Solomon Jones releasing 
a sow at River Falls and following 
her up the valley of the Middle 

Saluda River as she sought her pig
lets, Jones flagging the route of his 
new toll road as he went along. 
That was in the mid-nineteenth 
century, and for nearly a hundred 
years this would be the primary 
route to the summer resorts at Cae
sar's Head, Cedar Mountain, and 
Brevard. First, ox-carts and then 
the A-Model Ford passed along 
the road. Then U.S. Highway276 
took over most of the traffic. 

When the South Carolina De
partment of Parks, Recreation, 

and Tourism (PRT) acquired the 
Jones Gap property in 1977, offi
cials realized that the trail and the 
nearby Middle Saluda River were 
damaged by continued erosion. 
PRT contacted the Soil Conser
vation Service and the Heritage 
Trust Program, because several sig
nificant plant and animal species 
were found in the area. The South 
Carolina Chapter of Trout Unlim
ited became involved because of 
coocem for the trout fishery. Many 
proposals were made, but one 
thing became readily apparent
thousands of dollars would be 
needed to contract the work. 

The South Carolina Wildlife 
and Marine Resources Depart
ment obtained some federal fund
ing, but more was needed. PRT 
decided to try a volunteer trail
building program similar to their 
successful one at Keowee-Toxaway 
several years earlier. Promotion of 
the effort brought almost 150 vol
unteers to River Falls over the two 
weekmk Some represented Sierra 
Cl~, Natural History Societies, 
and Scout ~' while others 
simply came because they were 
interested. 

Mo.5t of the erosion problems 
were improved, and the slow pro
cess of naturally restoring the trail 
tread has just begun. For the 150 
who worked, it meant tired aching 
muscles. But for those 150 and the 
µ-iousands who will yet walk the 
trail or fish the river, it also means 
outdoor enjoyment for years to 
come.• 



with the much more abundant 
coyote endangered the animal in 
its true genetic strain, 

Trapped by an increasing hu
man population, changes in land 
use, and predator control activi
ties, the wolf has declined rapidly 
since the early 1900s, Individual 
wolves became isolated and coy
otes moved into their range, ac
cording to the wildlife service. 
Interbreeding with the coyote led 
to a hybrid swann, which invaded 
the final range of the pure red wolf. 

Red Wolf Extinct in Wild; 
Translocation Tested in S.C. 

Last July the wildlife service 
closed a field station in Beaumont, 
Texas, that had opened in 1973 to 
capture the remaining pure-blocxied 
red wolves in the area. A total of 
nineteen males and twenty-one fe
males had been captured and sent 
to the Point Defiance Zoo in 
Tacoma. 

The red wolf, one of the most 
endangered of North American 
mammals, is now extinct in the 
wild, according to the U.S. Fish 
& Wildlife Service. 

A red wolf pair spent nearly a 
year in a translocation experiment 
on, South Carolina's Bulls Island, 
a barrier island in the Cape Ro
main National Wildlife Refuge, 
The wolves were recovered in 
good shape after their stay on the 
island, but the Fish & Wildlife 
Service said there was never any 
plan to establish the species here. 
The experiment was designed in
stead to test such translocation, 
and it had proven successful. 

Now the red wolf, the pure ge
netic strain wolf, is found only in 
captivity. The wildlife service re
cently announced that an adult 
pair, of the forty that remain in the 
world, was transferred to the Au
dubon Zoological Garden in New 
Orleans, Louisiana, They came 
from a captive breeding center at 
the Point Defiance Zoo in Ta
coma, Washington. 

"Since 1973 we've captured the 
last remaining wolves in the wild," 
says Curtis Carley, wolf expert 
with the wildlife service. "Our 
next step is to build their numbers 
in captivity.» 

The red wolf once ranged in the 
southeastern United States from 
central Texas to southern Missouri 
and eastward to the Atlantic 

Ocean. South Carolina was once 
a part of the wolfs range. A rem
nant population of fewer than fifty 
wolves existed recently near the 
Gulf Coast on the Texas-Louisiana 
border. Potential cross-breeding 

CORRECT 

The long-range objective is to 
re-establish the red wolf in two or 
more areas within its historic range. 
Wildlife service spokesmen say the 
Bulls Island experiment was a first 
step toward this objective. _, 

Our May-June 1981 "Roundtable" carried an article titled 
"State Buys Trawler" on the Marine Resources Center's acqui
sition of the research vessel Oregon. In fact, the 100-foot vessel 
Oregon, like the Dolphin it replaced, has been loaned to the state 
by the federal government. The Oregon, complete with all 
equipment, remains the property of the Department of Com
merce's National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. No 
state funds were involved in the transfer. 

Dr. &twin B. Joseph, Marine Resources director, reports that 
the Oregon actually conserves state funds through its reduced 
fuel consumption and is safer and more effective to operate than 
the Dolphin, which was returned to the U.S. Army. ·""' 

IONCE READ A PSYCHI
atric study that concluded duck 
hunters are a bit crazy. Well, 

what about fishennen? This guy 
obviously never examined the 
freshwater angler during the sum
mer doldrums when all self-re
specting fish are preoccupied with 
finding their cool in the deep 
droµc;. 

There's one group that trailers 
its boats to the nearest shade, then 
mopes about grouching at family 
and friends until fall. This group 
catches no fish but survives the 
heat by frequenting bait shoµc; and 
landings to relive and "enlarge" 
their catches of cooler days. 

A second group insists on load
ing up with sun lotions, water jugs, 
and salt tablets to systematically 
scorch itself in search of bug-eyed 
oo,g;, unceremoniously yanked from 
thirty- to sixty-foot depths. "Keep 
your face in the depth finder» and 
"Memoru:e your underwater charts" 
are the command phrases of this 
leatherneck and lotion brigade. 

A third group (I plead guilty to 
anchoring here) totally disorients 
the sleep patterns of itself, family, 
and neighbors by bumbling around 
from midnight until dawn to plug 
the ponds, streams, and shallow 
edges near deep water. If this group 
seems a bit woozy on the job and 
shows a lack of enthusiasm for din
ing and dancing with their spou<,es, 
it's because they've been jitterbug
ging and zara-spooking through 
the wee night hours. 

Although the latter two of these 
grouµc; occasionally catch fish, 
there must be a bolt undone some
what in each of the three. 

I like to hunt ducks as much as 
anybody, but what about equal 
time on the couch fur us 
fishermen? _,,,,., 
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ITTCOK NffiAl.DNG TIME 
to figure out that the boots I 
had worn for so long weren't 

quite right. Pain, I had thought, 
was just something you had to live 
with if you did any serious walking. 

Creeping age has a way of mak
ing you think differently about mi
nor aches and pains. I finally 
looked into the purchase of a new 
pair of boots. Once I recovered 
from the price, I've been well sat
isfied. My feet don't hurt any 
more. 

Boots are essential for the seri
ous walker; a good pair that fits 
well can make a lot of difference in 
how much you enjoy an outing. 
I'm sure a lot of hikers and back
packers have decided, as I had, to 
"just put up with" the minor 
discomforts. 

My foot is hard to fit. It's as nar
row as a rail gauge, and finding a 
shoe to fit is nearly impossible, but 
I did it. I went to my local back
packing speciality store and they 
guaranteed the fit. They can do 
the same thing for you. 

Buy'a boot a tad narrow before 
one a tad too wide. Sure, you can 
pad the boot with a thick sock, but 
you're asking for problems with 
blisters. A narrow boot will stretch 
a bit for a perfect fit. 

My old boots, which I loved 
dearly, were too short. This is no 
doubt a common problem with 
boots and fits. Going down hill in 
rugged terrain is difficult enough 
without having your toes folded 
three ways. So be sure your boot is 
long enough. 

Initially any boot, no matter 
how well fit, will be uncomfortable 
until properly broken in. Some 
boots break in easily, some take 
longer. There are lots of folk rem
edies for breaking in boots. Ac-
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tually, there's only 
one way. Wear 

them,_, 

NEST SITES SAVED 
Three bald eagle nesting sites 

on property owned by Lightsey 
Brothers Timber Company of 
Miley, South Carolina, have been 
registered with the South Caro
lina Heritage Trust program. 

By registering the sites, the 
company promises to comply with 
management guidelines devel
oped by state biologists. The 
guidelines are aimed toward con
tinued productivity of the nests. 

Landowners agree to preserve a 
thirty-one-acre area immediately 
around the nest and to protect a 
larger ninety-four acres from de
velopment during nesting season. 

The thirty-one acres around the 
nest are protected to provide the 
birds with alternate nesting trees 
should the present one be de
stroyed by wind or lightning. Bi
ologists say this is a real danger 
since the eagle chooses the tallest, 
oldest tree for a nest. 

Within the ninety-foor-acre area, 
human activity is kept to a mini
mum during the nesting season 
since the birds may leave the nest. 
Absence of the parent birds from 
an active nest for only an hour or 
more can result in the death of the 
egg or chick. Public access to nest 
areas is prohibited. 

"Thanks to the conservation ef
forts of Lightsey Brothers represen
tatives, a significant portion of 
South Carolina's bald eagle popu
lation will be preserved," says Stuart 
Greeter, a protection planner with 
the Heritage Trust program. 

Greeter says any inquiries about 
eagles should be directed to the de
partment's eagle biologist, Tom 
Murphy, who lives near Green 
Pond. His telephone number is 
844-2773. 

Only fourteen productive eagle 
nests are currently known to exist 
in South Carolina. Only one or 
two birds are produced by the av
erage nest each year, and it may 
take four or five years for a nestling 
to grow to maturity and produce 
offspring. Nesting sites are impor
tant because a breeding pair is 
likely to return to the same nest for 
many years. 

"The birds mate for life,• Greeter 
says, "and when an individual dies, 
the other bird will usually keep re
turning to the same location." 

There may have been upwards 
of fifty bald eagle nests in South 
Carolina at one time, but the pop
ulation has declined because of hu
man disturbances, loss of nesting 
habitat, and pesticides.-, 

Westvaco Asks 
ForHaltTo 
LandAbuse 

"Thanks to the assorted abuses 
of what appears to be the thought -
less uncaring handiwork of a ma -
jority, rather than just a few 
individuals, the era of uncon
trolled public hunting on private 
lands appears to be rapidly coming 
to a close," says Westvaco forester 
Casey Canonage. 

Westvaco Timber Products 
O:impany recently issued an ap
peal to hunters, asking them to 
take care in using company land. 
The company has more than 
81,000 acres of land in the South 
Carolina Wildlife and Marine Re
sources Department's game man
agement area program. 

"Our company has done every
thing we know to be a good neigh
bor and promote truly multiple-use 
forest management, which in
cludes wildlife and hunting," says 
Canonage. "Westvaco and many 
other private landowners have tol
erated increasing amounts of prop
erty abu.5e, damage, and vandalism 
in past years and during the 1980 
hunting season." 

He goes on to name some of 
these abuses: " ... freshly built 
roads being tom up by hunters' 
four-wheel-drive vehicles, gates 
being ripped out, young pine plan-

Poster Contest 
Students in grades five through 

twelve are eligible to enter the 
1981 National Hunting and Fish
ing Day Poster O:intest, which of
fers fifty-two awards totalling $5,0CO 
in U.S. Savings Bonds. 

A $1,000 savings bond will be 
awarded to the youth who best il
lustrates the theme of this year's 
contest, ~How Sportsmen Help 
O:inservation." 

Posters must win in a local con
test by September 26 in order to be 
eligible for the national prizes. Lo-

tations being burned and other as
sorted abuses . . . 

"We issued over 3,500 free 
hunting ~rmits for Westvaco lands 
in Kentucky, Tennessee, and Mis
sissippi during 1980," says Canon
age. "Additionally, we've leased 
lands to local hunting clubs, pro
vided free maps, helped local areas 
promote their hunting resources, 
and worked closely with state wild
life agencies." 

The complaints of private land
owners like Westvaco and the 
threat from anti-hunting senti
ment has prompted the South 
Carolina Wildlife and Marine Re
sources Department to launch the 
RESPECT program, a campaign 

to encourage hunters to clean up 
their ranks through peer pressure. 
Westvaco representatives have said 
that hunters may lose their privi
lege on Westvaco land unless they 
cooperate by reporting abuse when 
they see it. -. 

Offers 5 2 Prizes 
cal contests can be sponsored by 
schools, sportsmen's clubs, or civic 
clubs. Prizes for local winners may 
be awarded by the sponsoring or
ganization, and winning entries 
will then be sent to National 
Hunting and Fishing Day 
headquarters. 

For information on sponsoring 
or participating in a local National 
Hunting and Fishing Day Poster 
O:intest, write: NHF Day Poster 
O:intest, 1075 Post Road, River
side, O:innecticut, 06878. _, 

T HERE'S A NOT-SO 
mysterious link between 
great sportsmen and great 

cooks. When you think about it, 
it's only natural that the two be 
connected: a successful hunter or 
fisherman needs to know or be a 
good cook, or his success is wasted. 

In fact, so many recipes are rec
ommended to us at South Carolina 
WJalife that, once someone sug
gested we compile a cookbook, 
we really couldn't believe we 
hadn't done one before. 

While working on the book, 
with eyes and mouth open wide to 
find the state's best cooks, I stum
bled right away on a whole batch 
of them in St. Stephen. One who 
always sets an elegant table is 
Camilla Murphy, and following is 
her recipe for crabmeat casserole. 

Mix these ingredients in a bowl: 
six ounces of fresh dark or canned 
(she recommends Harris) crab
meat; two or three trimmed slices 
of white bread, broken up; a small 
can of evaporated milk; a small 
chopped onion; two hard-boiled 
eggs; a cup of mayonnaise. Season 
with salt, pepper, Worcestershire 
sauce. Add a dash of Tabasco sauce 
if you have it. Bake in a casserole 
dish at 350 degrees for forty-five to 
sixty minutes. 

Because it isn't too hot or 
heavy, this casserole is an excel
lent summertime dish. Camilla 
Murphy likes to serve it with ham, 
brown rice, green salad, hot bread, 
and iced tea. 

Recipes like this one, featuring 
common local plants and meats, 
will be the mainstay of our cook
book. In addition, we'll have sug
gestions on how to prepare our 
native octopus, squid, frog legs, 
possum, cat-tails. So keep your 
eyes and mouth open for "The 
South Carolina 
Wildlife Cook-
book!" ,/ ~~ "' - \: 
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By Nancy Ann Cole~n 

DADDY, WHAT'S A 
BROWN-BANDED 
WENTLETRAP? 

If your son or daughter asks questions about 
nature that you can't answer, a set of these 
Golden Field Identification Guides will help. 

With this three-volume set you can easily learn 
to identify species of North American birds, trees 
and seashells. Great for professionals and ama
teurs, the guides are both educational and 
entertaining. 

Accurate illustrations show the colors and shapes 
of different species. And handy maps provide a 
general picture of where a species may be found. 
The descriptive text is on pages facing the illus
trations. So you don't have to scan through the 
book to match art and text. 

Use the order form on the opposite page and 
order yours today! 

All three for only $14.85 plus South Carolina 
sales tax. 

P.S. You'll find Brown-Banded Wentletraps on 
page 96 of Seashells of North America. 



MOVING? 
Let us know eight weeks before you go. 

Attach your address label 
from current issue 

here. 

For fast service, attach your current address 
label (from magazine cover) in the space 

above. Then fill in your new address and mail 
to S.C. Wildlife, PO. Box 167, Columbia, S.C. 

29202. 

NEW ADDR ESS: 

Name _________________ _ 

Address ________________ _ 

City/State ___________ Zip ___ _ 

1--------------------------~ 
YOUR SPECIAL 
ORDER FORM 

Please send me __ Copies of the 1981-1982 Wildlife 
Calendar & Almanac at $7.95 each. 
(Please send your complete name and 
address with your check.) 

Please send me __ Copies of CAROLIN/\$ HUNTING 
HERITAGE at $24.95 each. 

Please send me __ Copies of A CAROLINA PROFILE at 
$15.00 each. 

Please send me __ Three volume sets of Golden Field 
Guides for trees. birds. and seashells at 
$14.85 per set. 

Please send me __ New "Wildlife Between the Covers" 
T-shirts at $6.95 each or two at $13.90. 
Three (special discount) at $17.95 and four 
or more at $6.00 each. Please state 1st 
and 2nd color choice. 

Color s M L XL XS 

Navy 

Lt. Blue *NA 

Orange *NA 

Red .. 
Tan *NA 

*Not available 

Please print or type 

Add 4% S.C. state sales tax _____ _ 

Total order ____ _ Amount enclosed ____ _ 

Name _________________ _ 

Address _________________ _ 

City/ State/Zip _______________ _ 

D Payment enclosed 

□ Master Charge# or □ Visa# _________ _ 

Make checks payable to: 
South Carolina Wildlife 

P.O. Box 167 
Columbia. S.C. 29202 

Allow 6 weeks for delivery 

OUR 
SHIRTS 
WILL 

FIT YOU 
TOA"T" 

T 
eeing off, Tying a fly, 
Taking a hike, Tenting a 
mountain, Tacking a 
yawl, Tracking a buck, 
Trolling for stripers, or 

Tolling a duck .... Take a tip and 
order one for your next 
outdoor trek. 

Made of 100% domestic cotton, 
choose from 

red, orange, 
tan, navy, and 

light blue. 
Sizes available 
inS, M, L, 
XL.and XS 
for children 

in navy and 
red. Still qnly $6.95. 

Please use the attached form to 
order your new South Carohna 
Wildlife T-shirt. 

Caroli
South 

na 
Wildlife 

P.O. Box 167 
Columbia, S .C. 29202 
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Travel the nooks and crannies of 
South Carolina with the nation's best 
conservation magazine. You'll see 
mountains and marshes and oceans. 
You'll go hunting and fishing and 
farming. And you'll see South 
Carolina like you've never seen it 
before. South Carolina Wildlife. The 
magazine about South Carolina.--

J803 

Jes! Send me South Carolina Wildlife. 
D (three years) $19.95 D (two years) $14.95 D (one year) $7.95 

(only $1.11 per issue) (only $1.25 per issue) 

Name ____________________ _ 

Street ___________________ _ 

City•State•Zip ________________ _ 

D Payment enclosed D Bill me later 

D Bill to Visa or BAC #--------------
□ B.ill to Mastercharge # _____________ _ 





CAROLINA'S HUNTING HERITAGE is 
a book dedicated to those who have shared ' 
the woods, fields and marshes. It's so real 
you will almost relive the excitement of your 
first hunt. 

CAROLINA'S HUNTING HERITAGE is 
a collection of the best articles on hunting 
ever published in the award winning SOUTH 
CAROLINA WILDLIFE magazine presented 
together in a beautifully bound B½x 11 volume 
with the look of hand-tooled leather. 

A special section on waterfowl heritage 
features famous art and photography on every
thing from dogs to decoys and a nostalgic 
bow to "how it used to be. 11 "The Wings of 1 

Winter" -a portfolio of paintings by America's 
great waterfowl artists is also included. But 
waterfowl aren't the only game. There are 
articles on deer hunting from whitetail strategy 
to venison cookery, and on quail hunting 
and turkey hunting. Articles on sporting dogs 
include the pointing breeds, the golden retriever 
and the Boykin spaniel. And don't overlook 
the special features on the legendary Kentucky 
rifle and the prized possession of every sports
man-the handcrafted knife. 

CAROLINA'S HUNTING HERITAGE is 
the perfect book for every outdoorsman who 
cherishes the hunt and the wild things of 
South Carolina. 

CAROLINA'S HUNTING HERITAGE is 
available now. Order your copy today for 
only $24.95. Use the order form on page 64 . 
Send your order to: 

CAROLINA'S HUNTING HERITAGE 
P.O. Box 167 

Columbia, S.C. 29202 
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